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SUMMARY!

!

This document contains 250 separate ideas, submitted by 560 students, on ways to address high-risk drinking, sexual assault, and
exclusivity at Dartmouth. The ideas were consolidated from 740 posts to otg.improvedartmouth.com submitted between May 17 July 10, 2014. !
This document is not representative of the entire student body, despite our best efforts to reach out to all students. Nor is it
representative of all the suggestions received by the steering committee; this document represents one of many avenues through
which community members submitted feedback to the steering committee.!
Please contact the steering committee at moving.dartmouth.forward@dartmouth.edu if you have any new ideas or if you have input
on any of the ideas expressed below.!
Background!
In April, President Hanlon announced that in November the Board of Trustees will approve major changes to all parts where social
life occurs at Dartmouth in order to address high-risk drinking, sexual assault, and a lack of inclusivity on campus. He indicated that
big changes will be made, that incremental change is not enough, and that 'all ideas are on the table'. President Hanlon appointed a
Presidential Steering Committee composed of students, faculty, staff, and alumni to gather ideas, investigate their feasibility,
and make recommendations to the Board. He issued a ‘Call to Action’ to the Dartmouth community to join the conversation.!
Improve Dartmouth: On the Ground was formed as a grassroots student response to President Hanlon’s Call to Action. The Steering
Committee partnered with Improve Dartmouth: On the Ground to gather ideas from students. !

!

Goal!
Crowdsource ideas from a wide range of students on ways to address high-risk drinking, sexual assault, and exclusivity at
Dartmouth.!
Values!
Transparency - All ideas must be visible in real-time. All efforts must be continuously communicated to the student body.!
Inclusivity - Every student must have multiple opportunities to contribute their ideas. !
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Strategy!
Improve Dartmouth’s strategy was three-fold:!
1) Create interactive public art to generate awareness. !
2) Meet students face-to-face, in their own spaces, to hear and record their ideas.!
3) Create an online anonymous forum to capture students’ input from these discussions in real-time. !
Results!

!

!
•

!
!
!
!
!
!

•

!

•
•

•
•
•

Designed and built 8’x8’ Chalkboard Cube with a
description of Moving Dartmouth Forward and
“Dartmouth should ___” prompts to solicit ideas.!
Hundreds wrote down suggestions; recorded dozens of
serious ideas.!
Thousands of community members learned about the
campaign and started talking about it.

Facilitated 36 dinner discussions with affinity houses,
greek houses, sports teams, and student clubs. !
5 campus-wide events open to all students.!
Over 560 students participated.

!

!
!

•

•

•

Created a new website, otg.improvedartmouth.com,
that crowdsourced ideas related to high-risk drinking,
sexual assault, and exclusivity. !
Anonymous (moderated for profanity), transparent (you
can see all the ideas posted), and doesn't have an
upvote/downvote mechanism so that people feel
more comfortable being totally candid.!
740 submissions
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METHODOLOGY!

!
We contacted representatives from 236 student groups (every COSO organization, greek house, affinity house, and sports team) to
schedule dinner facilitations between May 18-July 10th, 2014. !
To see a full list, visit: http://goo.gl/DjzT5s !

!

We met with every organization that was interested in meeting. !
In the end, we were able to meet with 36 organizations through 1-2 hour dinner discussions. In addition, we hosted 5 campus-wide
facilitations, open to all students, that were advertised via blitz. In total, we gathered ideas from over 560 students. !

!
Here are the organizations we met with:!
!
Panarchy

Men’s Soccer

Women’s Tennis

Kappa Delta

Kappa Delta Epsilon

Women’s Field Hockey

Volleyball

Ledyard Canoe Club

Kappa Kappa Gamma

Friday Night Rock

Alpha Phi

Swimming & Diving

Sigma Delta

Women's Basketball

Dartmouth Apologia

Theta Delta Chi

Foley House

Men's Hockey

Alpha Theta

Phi Tau

Delta Delta Delta

Kappa Kappa Kappa

Dartmouth CoFIRED

Chi Heorot

Zeta Psi

Epsilon Kappa Theta

Men’s Tennis

Alpha Xi Delta

Women’s Lacrosse

Men's Lightweight Crew

Sigma Nu

Chi Gamma Epsilon

Men and Women’s Squash

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Alpha Chi Alpha

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

!
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During the dinner discussions, students submitted their ideas to the otg.improvedartmouth.com website in real-time. !

!

This document consolidates the 740 submissions into 250 discrete ideas. Identical ideas were grouped together; each bullet point in
an idea’s justification represents another student’s perspective. Ideas are presented verbatim in order to preserve the author’s intent.!

!

Ideas are sorted into eight categories: education; policies and programs; social spaces; greek life; residential life; sports teams;
senior societies; and other. These categories are arbitrary - there may have been other ways to categorize the data. !

!
The colored circles next to an idea indicate which of the three main topics the author of the idea aims to address:!
!

!

•
!
•!
•

- Yellow. Addresses high-risk drinking.

- Blue. Addresses sexual assault.

- Red. Addresses exclusivity.

The right-most column (“count”) indicates the number of times the idea was submitted to the website. *NOTE: This is not an
accurate ranking of popularity. A more accurate measurement of popularity would be a voting system because it shows the
percentage of people that like a specific idea. !
Count helps you understand the prevalence of an idea in the public discourse but not the popularity or favorability of a
specific idea. There may be an idea that was frequently mentioned but would be very unpopular and there may be an idea that was
only mentioned once (perhaps because it was so out-of-the-box) but would be very popular.!

!
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RESULTS!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

IDEAS!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!

We asked 540 students:
“How might we address high-risk drinking, sexual assault, and exclusivity on campus?” !
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EDUCATION
Idea Title

Justification

Topic

DBI during freshmen
orientation, then
refresher course every
year after that

-really great talk and would be easy to incorporate into the program!
-“I found that training to be incredibly useful and most of my friends felt the same way. We need to create a culture of
intervention on campus.”!
-Coming into freshman year, I had no idea what this school was like. Even though Dartmouth was a completely
different place in 2010, the major issue I see is that there isn't much education regarding Campus Life and potentially
risky situations. I am also a member of a fraternity that prides itself on education. We have various forms of training
that is made mandatory throughout the fraternity. For example, I am trained in SEMP, DBI, MAV, TiPS, and Green
Team policy. After receiving this training, I was able to finally monitor for various risky situations. If Dartmouth made it
mandatory for incoming freshman to be educated regarding binge drinking, sexual assault policy, and intervention,
then it would help reduce the total risk on this campus. Dartmouth can make it a graduation requirement, showing
how serious they are about this type of initiative. !
-instituting both MAV & DBI facilitations and trainings freshman year (based on freshman floor) that are mandatory for
students would improve understanding of the root causes of sexual assault and the instances in which to intervene.
Because these facilitations are run based on Greek house/other organizations, students have already absorbed the
harms of Dartmouth culture for an entire year. Furthermore, many houses have rituals/mantras etc. that undermine or
come in conflict with the missions of MAV and DBI. Therefore, training students while they are freshman (and
requiring the sessions for every freshman) could be a helpful way to introduce the missions and concepts behind
MAV, DBI and sexual assault on college campuses at an earlier, and hopefully preventative, point. !
-Refresher courses every year. Explain what sexual assault actually is (legal consent is not possible with alcohol).
Normalize resources/help for victims to get rid of victim shaming. !
-More knowledge of what IS sexual assault. Freshmen boys should be educated, especially about the "gray-areas" of
sexual assault.!
-There should be a more clear path on HOW to report an incident of sexual assault. Who do you call?

high-risk drinking

sexual assault

•!
•

exclusivity

Count

!

18

EDUCATION
Mandatory sexual
assault course
freshmen year

I think freshman year there should be a mandatory either three term or two term sexual assault course that is pass
fail and meets once a week. I think sexual assault is not always black and white, and people need to be educated
about the implications of their actions and how to get help.!
-Freshman fall is a pretty intense time where students are experiencing a lot of changes in getting used to college
life. Although there are "required" events during Orientation that cover sexual assault, binge drinking, and exclusivity,
these events are ineffective and don't do enough to change the culture on campus surrounding these issues. A
required course (which could satisfy a PE credit perhaps) during freshman fall that gives every student a forum for
discussing these issues and learning more about them and what they can do to make Dartmouth a better, healthier
place would lead to a broader understanding of these concepts and possible solutions.!
-At Dartmouth, a frat brother is often paired with a girl (or guy) to play pong. There are "expectations" where, as the
two get drunker through the game, the frat brother gets touchier and starts to violate her space, assuming that she
wants to hook up with him. This isn't always the case, and sometimes the girl is sexually assaulted as a result.
Additionally, she may feel as though she is not allowed to feel this way because she had willingly been drinking, and
so whatever actions she has committed under intoxication are solely her fault. Dartmouth should have a program,
most effectively during freshman year, where upperclassmen submit different "expectations" and "social myths" at
Dartmouth that make people feel obligated to feel a certain way, and strongly prove why these expectations and
social norms are not acceptable and should not be perpetuated. It would be important to do this freshman year, since
it's not always a frat brother and a girl that are paired up.!
-I think that as part of the writing 5 class (to ensure that every freshman will be held accountable), there should be
education and facilitated discussion about sexual violence and sexual assault on campus. For many first years, their
first sexual experiences are on this campus and they come in only seeing that social spaces are male dominated,
especially for freshman, and being subject to phenomena like the Dartmouth X. There should be discussions from
the get go, breaking down these harmful and violent constructs that put so many students in dangerous positions and
educating students on prevention as they are getting their first taste of social life here. The same programs and
discussions should be continued throughout our time as Dartmouth through the Greek system and athletic teams and
perhaps even upper level classes as well.!
-Throughout the entire first year, with refreshers during sophomore summer and senior year. This is important
because freshman do not all come in with the same education around sexual assault, so I have seen too many first
years be assaulted. More thorough education is the only way to prevent sexual assault

Extend BASICS

-Every student should be required to do BASICs. !
-To reduce high risk drinking, ALL freshman should have to go through BASICS, not just student athletes.
Everybody should be educated on the dangers of drinking when they come in. As well, we should get rid of
the 4 hour survey of alcohol.edu because it isn't very useful. Most kids mute the videos and blindly answer
questions, which isn't the purpose of survey. Mandatory individual freshman meetings with BASICS program
is the best possible move

high-risk drinking

sexual assault

•!
•!
•

•

!

exclusivity
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EDUCATION
More education
around sexual assault

-Many cases of sexual assault go unreported because students are uncertain about the process of reporting it.!
“Even as a junior, I can honestly say I am certain of neither the invasiveness of the process in the terms of my own
privacy nor the legal ramifications of reporting a sexual assault (as a victim or otherwise).!
-As early as freshmen orientation, educate students on the process and consequences of reporting sexual assault
through mandatory info sessions or classes with advisors or student panels in which students openly discuss their
own experiences!
-all students should be required to take seminars that make them aware of the campus resources involving sexual
assault and their options of they become a victim, including alumni that engage in pro-bono work, COS processes,
and student-run organizations. When my friend became a victim of the Dartmouth "rape-guide" incident, she was
simply at a loss of what to do, and both Hanover Police and the Dartmouth administration were shockingly unhelpful.!
-education should be mandatory for all students, faculty, and staff!
-Freshmen UGAs should be used to reach freshmen!
-We should also hold workshops detailing the prevalence of sexual violence and reporting and conviction rates, to
show that the main concern should be protecting survivors not protecting the accused from "false accusations" -people think false accusation happen much more often than sexual violence itself, and until we fix that, we can't turn
against perpetrators and stand with survivors

Mandatory freshmen
‘Human Development’
Course

- A course throughout freshman year that meets twice a week with two senior TA's leading the discussions and one

-

faculty member as an overseer. On the first meeting for the week you would learn about an aspect of human
development (i.e. drug/alcohol abuse, stress/depression, sexuality/sexual health/assault), and on the second
meeting you would either have an open discussion, or attend an event such as the gathering on the green, or the
Voices performance with all the class sections. These sections would be small to promote intimacy and comfort,
and could possibly be organized through a quick personality evaluation before arriving at dartmouth (similar to the
roommate survey). The course would be throughout the entire year and count as one class credit in total.!
The sexual assault lecture during freshman orientation is mixed up in all the excitement of the first week of school,
and is rarely attended or remembered. This course is much needed at Dartmouth, and can help fix a lot of the
issues we have here.!
Having seniors apply to be a TA for this course can keep the values learned in the course circulating the
Dartmouth community. !
Whether they are freshman seminars or seminars offered to the wider student body, there should be seminars
(possibly mandatory) focusing on what it means to live well, what morality is and how it interacts with our lives at
college. There could also be workshops for leaders of different organizations to help them think more about how to
be a good leader or to cultivate the values that that kind of person might champion. This might help get people
thinking about issues with exclusivity not just in general but more specifically in the context of their own
communities and organizations at Dartmouth. But both the seminars and the workshops should focus not just on
combating exclusivity but on a broader moral education that cuts of this issue, as well as other issues like sexual
assault, at the head. If people weren't interested in spending the extra time on seminars, there could be another
distributive requirement that covers morality, or possibly a third category of distributives centering around the ideas
of moral values and putting them in practice in our lives -- a kind of distrib for experiential learning in the
humanities.

high-risk drinking

sexual assault

•
•!
•!
•

exclusivity
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EDUCATION
Distributive
requirement in sexual
assault or social
justice

Smarter education
around alcohol.

-Have freshmen students attend an info session on binge drinking, teaching them how to be safe. We know most are
going to partake in drinking, but many do not know when they are taking it to far. Let's make it fun and engaging, and
a requirement. I attended a session that had students come up and pour what they thought was a shot into a solo
cup and the results very surprising!
-Phrase alcohol education for new students in terms of "games of pong per hour" or some similar metric that is more
relatable to Dartmouth social life, instead of the traditional "X number of drinks per hour leads to X BAC.!
-Make alcohol education something that is actually going to be remembered during a night out. "I've played __
games of pong, so I've had __ many drinks". This will help people possibly adjust their drinking patterns and slow
consumption.

UpperclassMEN run
facilitations for
freshmen boys

Freshmen boys are hormonal, inexperienced, and excited about college. They are looking forward to the new
opportunities that await - including the potential for romance. By having well-respected men speak to male first year
students about their experiences on campus and our community's standards for sexual behavior, we can work to
reduce sexual assault at Dartmouth. I think that boys would connect to older boys better than girls (who often seem
to be leading the charge against sexual assault) so hopefully this would be a way to enact meaningful change.!
-Sharing experiences of older/younger students in class/discussion sessions-a situation where men/women both
comfortable, especially women (see history) especially men (see bro code). The assault/drinking awareness class
shouldn't be one-day, but a full class with case studies, student testimony, sociological/feminist theory, etc

Required Privilege
Class

-Mandatory class that discusses what is privilege (like Mollet's Social Justice and the City), gives students insights
into others' experiences and some empathy, opens minds to social issues on campus and in the country/world at
large. This is a pass/fail class - don't worry about the grade and instead worry about how interesting this amazing
class would be!!
-experiential learning, smaller class, time intensive but very real, authentic work

high-risk drinking

sexual assault

•!
•
•!
•!
•
•!
•
•!
•
exclusivity
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EDUCATION
Expand education
outside freshmen year

It is important to make programming fun and interactive. These situations should be made comfortable so people can
be open and engaged. It should not just be for one day, but a continuous program.!
-As of right now, the only mandated programming is for Greek students when they enter their houses and during
Sophomore summer. While DBI is great, intervention is the step before something bad actually happens. But why
does it get to that point? Dartmouth can't rely on intervention, but needs to start thinking more about prevention. Why
is their sexual assault? Is it the Greek system? Is it the fact that males feel entitled? Why is that? Where do they
learn this? Do some females exploit the misogyny on this campus? Why? I think there needs to be more focus on
prevention and fixing the problem, then paying lip service as the issue has become more public.

Mandate Athletic
Coaches be trained in
FirstResponder/SAPA

Utilize the relationships that coaches have with their players

Termly, mandatory
discussions about
consent

-the word consent gets thrown around a lot here but I'm constantly shocked by how many people don't understand
what it means. Macalester College in Minnesota has a student led campaign called "Consent is Mac" which I've been
told has been really great at getting people to talk about consent and prevent violent sexual behaviors.(http://
www.macalester.edu/healthandwellness/healthpromotion/consentismac/)!
-We NEED to emphasize that the sexual assault and rape we're talking about here is NOT (usually) strange men
jumping out at us from the bushes. It's our friends, acquaintances, and fellow students who do not understand that
having sex with someone who is drunk, is incapacitated, or has been talked or pressured into the activity IS sexual
assault and rape. I've found the better everyone understands this the more likely people are to stop and think before
acting. !
-This training should deal with violence, sexual assault, binge drinking and drug use. Also, some brief self defense
techniques should be included in this. Any student that does not complete this should be suspended from the Greek
system for a term until they do. !
-Refresher courses every year. Freshmen orientation is overwhelming and people don’t attend these events.
Comprehensive education (i.e. SAPA training) should be given throughout all freshmen year

Require all students
going on study abroad
programs to
participate in DBI

decreases sexual assault abroad

Improve transparency/
clarity around sexual
assault data

easier to create informed opinions and to change behaviors when people know where incidents of assault occur, or
what situations lead to these behaviors, instead of hearing nebulous reports and statistics that seem detached from
reality. Making things more concrete would allow for greater intervention and prevention

high-risk drinking

sexual assault

•
•
•
•
•
exclusivity
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EDUCATION
More bystander
intervention training

"The athletic department runs a program that helps people intervene in a situation where something looks like it may
lead to a sexual assault. They had some great, easy ways to intervene that break down the barrier that feels
daunting. Those ideas should be posted everywhere and the program should be done with all freshman floors as well
as greek houses.”

Required Women/
Gender Studies Class

MAV facilitation

-incoming students should also have to go through this program as the pre-orientation sexual assault program does
not provide adequate discussion concerning the problem of sexual assault/what sexual assault is. This information
should not be withheld until a student's sophomore year.

All Presidents of
Sororities/Frats and
Captains of Sports
Teams - ‘SAPAA
Trained”

-they have widespread influence and should be trained with how to deal with sexual assault

Increase awareness of There are many resources on campus, such as SAAP, that are available to victims of sexual assault and/or rape.
resources
Dartmouth should make these resources better known to its students (maybe at orientation) so that victims know
where to turn in their most dire moments

GoogleDoc before
MAV sessions

Have the MAV instructor send a googledoc to the attendants of a scheduled MAV discussion, so that people going
can anonymously ask their questions to be answered at the event without feeling singled out

Combined Male and
Female Discussions

While the argument may be made that men and women should discuss sexual assault in separate groups so that
everyone is comfortable, it is important to realize that combined groups would push students out of their comfort
zones so that men and women feel as though these issues CAN and SHOULD be discussed together. With women
present, men would see the direct effects that these fears and concerns have among their friends and peers. With
men in the room, women would see that they were listening and taking the time to show they care. Men would be
able to ask women questions and visa versa, fostering a lasting discussion beyond a lecture-style meeting that would
ultimately force men to feel victimized and unrelated to the issue

high-risk drinking

sexual assault

•
•
•
•
•
•
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EDUCATION
Increase Awareness of WISE is an organization in the Upper Valley that provides invaluable and confidential services to people
WISE at Dartmouth
experiencing sexual assault, relationship violence and stalking. One service they provide is a 24 hour
hotline staffed by trained advocates that people can call for emotional and systems support. Dartmouth
students are largely unaware of these important services. WISE@Dartmouth is attempting to drastically
increase awareness by distributing items with the hotline number at each freshmen floor, and every Greek
house, and educating about services provided by WISE. We also have contacted GLOS about getting the
WISE hotline number on the Good Sam bracelets. It would be really great if the college would help us in this
endeavor: get the number on the bracelets and invite WISE advocates to each freshman floor in turn as a
necessary part of the First Year Education Program.
Instate Green Dot
System

Whitman College has a system of training that every student goes through to be an active bystander FOR
THEIR FRIENDS in possible sexual assault situations. I know that my friends and I haven't actively laid out
a plan to know whether or not someone is interested/consenting to sexual advances and to know when
someone is in a situation to consent to sexual activity with another person.!

!

https://www.livethegreendot.com/
Peer Advising within
Varsity sports

each team should have a MAV, SAPA, EDPA, Sexpert, Mentor Against Violence, etc so that individuals have
a resource on the team to turn to in any situation. This could be helpful for freshmen who consider their
sports team to be the closest group of friends they have

First Year Greek
Education/Introduction

Introduce entering class to Greek system, in a structured, alcohol-free setting. This would allow students to
gain an understanding for what Dartmouth's Greek life actually consists of. Similarly, it would mitigate how
preconceived notions of the Greek system or certain houses, might impact students' decisions to rush or
not. These could be scheduled events at every house, perhaps in the form of cookouts or other activities.
This introduction could take place during the 6 week ban.

Require all new
members of Greek
organizations
(pledges) to go
through basic alcohol
and drug counseling

-Many students engage in risky behaviors with only a vague grasp of the consequences, but if they could
see that their regular drinking patterns do lead to addiction, or that the drugs habits they develop at college
will financially cripple them later in life, they would probably be more wary when beginning these behaviors.
This could then lead to a change in mentality down the road where certain drugs are no longer the
expectation, or no longer glorified as they are now.

high-risk drinking

sexual assault

•
•
•
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!
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EDUCATION
Discussion panels
with real life stories

I think some students are not aware of the dangers that result from binge drinking. It can be seen as just a
crazy and fun thing to do when out with friends, but it can lead to serious and life-threatening
consequences. I hope that in the future, we can have more discussions or panels involving stories of people
who have experienced the negative side of binge drinking, and this would make the consequences that
much more real and relevant.

Eliminate frat hazing

For some reason, despite all of the crackdowns, it seems as if fraternities still get away with rampant
hazing, much of which involves binge drinking. On the other hand, and though this is a generalization, I'd
say that sororities are hardly involved in perpetuating binge drinking during pledge terms. We have stopped
singing songs and what not while the boys still continue to drink and puke all over each other.

Sensitivity Training for
all faculty

Mandate sensitivity training for all faculty to reduce incidents of racism, sexism, heterosexism, classism, and
ableism by faculty towards students. !
Ask staff/faculty to use students’ and employees’ preferred gender pronouns. !

!
!

high-risk drinking

sexual assault

•
!
•
!
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PROGRAMS & POLICIES

!

Repeal the freshmen
six-week ban on
fraternities

-Many of the cases of sexual assault I've heard of, including the most recent article where a female student revealed
her whole sexual assault case, have occured in the dorms. In addition, they often happen after dorm parties, which
increased in number once freshmen were banned from fraternities. It is much easier for the potential rapist to move
his/her victim one room down than across campus. In addition, most brothers are now trained in bystander initiative,
unlike many freshmen. They are therefore better able to recgonize and react to a potentially dangerous situation in
their own house.!
-As a freshman, I never got as drunk in a fraternity as I did in a dorm room. Hard alcohol is largely
inaccessible to freshmen going to greek houses, and drinking beer is a much safer alternative. Kids will still
pregame in rooms, but it's important to take any measure possible to reduce the amount of pregaming and
get kids into an environment like a fraternity where all the brothers have an obligation to make sure the
freshmen won't get too drunk. the interests of the fraternity and the safety of the kid are aligned due to fear
of punishments on the house.!
-This creates an environment where freshmen stay in one place and continue to drink all night and
potentially cause harm to themselves because they know they cannot go anywhere. !
-the most dangerous locale on campus in terms of high risk drinking is freshman pre-gaming. This also
tends to be a place of exclusion as well, given the restrictions on the number of people allowed in a room,
coupled with the mentality of freshmen to socialize with the "right" people. While I think there was a lot of
merit to the idea of banning freshmen from frats until after Homecoming, in my opinion, this compounded
both of these problems. It forced freshmen to drink hard alcohol in their dorms, without the incentive to
moderate their drinking due to having no destination after the pre-game itself. It also allowed this social
"posturing" to continue, facilitating cliques even faster.!
-it isn't the wisest choice to bar incoming freshman from fraternities for the first weeks of Fall. Yes, this gave
them more of an opportunity to seek alternative social spaces, but it is better (not good) when freshman are
around people who are experienced in recognizing when drinking behavior is transitioning into higher risk
and can stop it, as in fraternities.

high-risk drinking

sexual assault

•!
•

exclusivity
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PROGRAMS & POLICIES
Upper classmen/
underclassmen
mentor groups

-2 or 3 freshman and 2 or 3 upperclassmen that come together to talk about social life and take freshman
under their wing:!
-I know that my freshman year my social experience at Dartmouth was shaped around my upperclassmen
mentor, who I was lucky enough to meet through the track team. I think that sports teams provide an
invaluable resource for social advice and mentorship. Friendships are created naturally and social inclusion
effortlessly follows. My friends knew that every time we went to the frat where my senior friend's boyfriend
lived, we could go upstairs and hang out in his room and take a breather from the party. He and his friends
would look out for us and make sure we were having a good time. For some of my friends not on sports
teams, I know they really missed this sense of connection with upperclassmen, and the protection these
connections can provide. I think that creating some sort of mentor group strictly focused on social life would
help freshman feel included, welcomed, and more aware of how to combat situations of high risk drinking
and sexual abuse. This sense of inclusion would hopefully shape their freshman experience and continue to
inform them throughout their Dartmouth years!
-I did not feel comfortable in a frat basement until I was part of my sorority and felt that I had a support
system in those situations. I think if we were able to extend this community to first years as well (either with
funded programs for first years at houses, which I think is preferable to just partnering programs because
they seem like more of a fun event and increase the chances of meeting individuals you will like and want to
befriend) this would create opportunities for first years to form friendships with upperclassmen that could
potentially translate to a protective support system in social spaces as well.!
-Have Upperclassmen Panel during Student Orientation: There is value in helping the first years fall in love
with Dartmouth during Orientation, but also in making them very aware that like every place, Dartmouth has
its problems. While Dartmouth holds many panels about life at Dartmouth throughout the year, the majority
of students who attend these discussions are those who are already aware of the problems. This is to
ensure that every student at least knows these issues are existent and can put upperclassmen faces to
these experiences to make it more real. It would lower the number of people who think these problems are
not real because they have never encountered it. !
-A support group of 6-8 freshmen with an upperclassman or two every week or other week could introduce
freshmen to people they might never interact with otherwise, and they could become a resource for helping
with more personal matters.I know people don't like mandatory things or group meetings, but I would have
appreciated something outside my freshman floor when I was new here. !
-The biggest problem with the system is the underaged drinkers that are going over their limit. Most
freshmen come into College inexperienced, finally free from their parents, and wanting to experience the
drinking scene they have heard so much about. They don't understand what their limit is, and the
consequences that drinking will have on their body and their social life. Newcomers don't understand what it
is like to drink in a mature way. They need an older mentor to help them become comfortable with the
drinking scene. They need a mellow scene other than a frat where they can drink healthy amounts and be
mentored by a more experienced drinker.!
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PROGRAMS & POLICIES
Ban the cans

Return to kegs. They are better for the environment, will make for cleaner basements, and will limit the flow
of consumption (you have to physically pump the beer which slows the flow of distribution; also, there’s less
beer in a cup of beer than in a can).

“Open door” policy
towards alcohol

At Stanford, there is an "open door" drinking policy where students are allowed to drink in their dorm rooms
as long as their door is wide open so their RA /UGA can monitor them. I don't know statistics, but my friends
who go to Stanford say they rarely see extreme binge drinking and instead drink over longer periods of time
because they don't feel the need to hide their drinking and make it more condensed.!
-Makes drinking less of something that needs to be done in secret, but rather something that is and can be
publicly moderated. !
-Too often at Dartmouth, students are binge drinking in small groups in their rooms with few, if any sober
students in the room. An open door policy would allow students to drink without punishment, but would also
allow peers/ugas to monitor how much alcohol is being consumer in one setting.!
-Some might criticize an ‘open-door’ policy since it could: (a) be obnoxious to those who do not drink; (b)
bring more work for UGAs by giving them more responsibility; and (c ) could be seen as encouraging
underage drinking. To address these concerns: (a) substance free housing might help accomodate those
who don’t drink; (b)create quiet hours in dorms on week-nights; © increase the pay to UGAs to account for
increased responsibility; (d) have the college make a public statement about the policy promoting safety as
the priority.!
-This policy has been implemented at other schools (ex: Stanford University) and has helped create a safer
culture of alcohol consumption on campus.!
-. I am aware that UGA reporting, especially of freshman drinking, is not an actual reprimand, just a
preventative measure. However, this puts it into students minds that they have to hide their behavior from
UGAs and engage in such activity behind closed doors, which in my mind is more dangerous than a laxer
policy that would allow UGAs to monitor without somehow being viewed as the "enemy" or an agent of the
administrations.

Semester system/Get
rid of the D-Plan

-The D-Plan hurts the prospects of a long term relationship. If our academic schedule was converted to semesters,
long-term relationships would be more viable and would curb the outrageous hook-up culture at this school.!
-t's really hard to build significant relationships when people are off/on in different times. If we could make dating
easier, we could reduce the hook up culture and sexual assault.!
-Dartmouth has no dating culture because D-Plans vary so much. Students should have the option of staying for
sophomore summer, they should not be forced to stay. This will allow couples to align their D-Plans and maintain
healthy relationships
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PROGRAMS & POLICIES
Register/Black List of
currently enrolled
offenders

If a student does not know that s/he is in the presence of an offender, s/he is in far more danger. !
-making the names of sexual offenders known to at the very least Greek Houses, so that these individuals can be
banned from spaces that they could potentially use to find other victims. It can be such that only the President
knows, but having this be an open campus in regards to people's actions might dissuade people from this intolerable
behavior. There just needs to be more consequences for sexual assault, since clearly the fact that it is abominable is
not enough to dissuade people from doing it!
-Black list should be publicized (or at least the presence of a campus black list should be made known)!
-Anonymous forum where people can submit names of attackers, which will then be added to the black list and if
there is overlap from previous submissions, the people that submitted the names are informed and can come
together to bring the attacker to justice. !
-perpetrators will be coded differently (never formally accused, accused but found innocent, accused and found
guilty, and accused by multiple people) so that we can out the handful of repeat offenders who commit the majority of
sexual violence.

Stronger penalties for
sexual assault
predators and more
protection for
survivors who report

-Most sexual assaults are committed by repeat, strategic offenders. We need to remove them.!

Implement ‘Red cup
policy’ that’s at
Clairemont College
and Pomona

Students are allowed to drink anything that is inside a red solo cup unquestioned- outside or inside, it
makes it so that drinking isn't a huge deal- people have access to alcohol and are allowed to drink it freely. !
-"Students may carry alcohol in a non-translucent cup as they return to their dorm rooms after a party and
not be cited by Campus Safety.!
-Dean of Students Ann Quinley explains that the so-called “Red Cup Rule” is not an official rule, but an
enforcement decision made to keep students from chugging the remainder of their drinks before leaving a
party—a practice that can lead to alcohol poisoning. Students aren’t stopped as long as their behavior is not
loud or unruly. However, if the student appears to be drunk, Campus Safety will ask what’s in the cup and
cite him or her accordingly.’!
-http://pomona.edu/Magazine/PCMsp05/DEtoday2.shtml

Frats not punished for
Good Sams in their
basement

Frats shouldn't be penalized by the school (probation, de-recognized, etc) when students are Good
Sammed in their basement. It could put the life of a student in trouble in danger if the brothers try to move
them from the basement to avoid punishment. There should be no hesitation to call for help if a student
needs it and the threat of repercussions could cause that hesitation
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PROGRAMS & POLICIES
Need a better
“If someone knows their friend is feeling uncomfortable about a sexual encounter with another person, but feels
reporting system for
scared about turning themselves or the aggressors then they should be able to call in about their friend and get them
sexual assault that is
help with no repercussions.”
as advertised and safe
as the Good Sam
policy.
Limit hard alcohol

I think having hard alcohol accessible and permissible at parties could lead to people taking shots after
shots rather than socially drinking beer/cider in a basement which usually takes longer to drink and could
potentially reduce the amount of drinking people do per night.!
-Beer (while still illegal) is inarguably less harmful than hard liquor. The vast majority of hospitalizations and
arrests from Dartmouth stem from drinking hard alcohol. If Safety and Security (or even UGAs) break up a
freshman pregame, they should have vastly different punishments depending on if there is liquor or if there
is beer. This policy should be publicized to freshman floors so that they will tend towards having beer-based
pregames instead of hard liquor based ones. While beer can still cause problems, I think that the problems
caused by it are far less than the corresponding problems that can stem from hard liquor. Perhaps have
"college sanctions" (i.e. reprimand, warning) in play for pregames with liquor while only BASICs in play for
pregames with just beer

Get rid of Green Team

It's ineffective and a waste of money. Myself and my friends know people who are involved in this program,
but don't really think that they do anything. People are mostly getting paid to quickly walk through and can
be in bed early without really monitoring people who are really drunk and may need to be good samed.
(This may not be the case for everyone involved in this program) I honestly think that the money from this
could be used more effectively such as providing food for registered parties to help people not get as drunk.

Set more realistic
policies and enforce
them!

-Currently, the administration has unrealistic alcohol policies that nobody follows and are not actually
enforced. Limiting houses to three cases of beer in the fridge at a time or 2/5 of alcohol at a party is absurd
and both SnS and the fraternity officers know it. Pretending that there isnt more beer or liquor upstairs
diminishes trust and conversation.!
-SnS officers don't currently enforce alcohol limits in fridges or underage drinking by asking for cards, etc. If
policies were enforced the drinking culture might change.!
-SnS turns a blind eye to freshman drinking in frats during walkthroughs but treats it severely in the dorm
room sending a confusing message to students.
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PROGRAMS & POLICIES
Designated walkers

People who volunteer to sit in fraternities/sororities to walk people home if these people want them to, or if
they see reason for these people to leave. Maybe have a program for these people to go through so they
can identify certain traits of people who would need medical help rather than just a walk home.

Adding a female
investigator to the
HPO team

placate girls’ fears - girls on this campus do not have faith in the system providing the support they need in difficult
times.

Keep the freshmen
six-week ban on frats

the freshman fall frat rule worked well because you got to meet actual good, real friends who would take
care of you so there was less sexual assault instances

Anyone accused and
still involved in the
College’s judiciary
process should not be
allowed in common
social spaces
Sexual assault should
not be handled by the
college administration,
but rather by the local
authorities.

This would make it a clear criminal investigation instead of deans and faculty trying to deliberate the situation. This
would also take the burden away from the college, which doesn't appear to be able to handle the sexual assault
cases in an appropriate manner

Everyone going
through the rush
process should be
required to be DBI
trained.
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PROGRAMS & POLICIES
Expand Green Team

include more members, to have these members available at more parties per night, and to have these
members available more than just the big weekends

Events tailored to
couples

Sexual assault occurs more frequently due to our hook up culture. If we could curb the hook up culture by
making dating more accessible. The D-plan is intense and strains relationships. What if the college
sponsored dating events or at least events that are fun for couples

Monthly alternative
programming with
frats being closed

Make OPAL’s
Leadership Discovery
Program (LDP)
mandatory for
incoming freshmen

Fix the asymmetry of
enforcement by S&S
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-To end exclusivity, Dartmouth should extend towards all social spaces the same policy of limited
supervision that it extends towards Greek houses. Currently, Safety and Security comes to Greek houses
and waits by the door for an officer of that house to meet with them before performing a walkthrough. This
provides time for the Greek house to manage risk by stopping visible underage drinking, preventing them
from suffering any consequences. Safety and Security clearly is not interested in cracking down on all
underage drinking, or else they would be much stricter on their walkthroughs.!
-Currently non-Greek social spaces such as One Wheelock, the Hop Garage, or Friday Night Rock do not
benefit from a policy like this. Consequently, underage students are afraid to drink in these open
environments, and when they wish to drink, they are pushed to Greek houses.
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PROGRAMS & POLICIES
Greater funding to
alternative programs
like Collis After Dark
and the Dartmouth
Outing Club

-Improving these programs' content and publicity could encourage more people to actually use them as
alternatives. One way to do this would be to create new spaces - for example, more large, open gathering
spaces for students both inside and outside.

More programming
between undergrads
and grad students to
promote a healthier
culture

As an undergrad, I rarely interact with grad students. There's a pretty big divide between our cultures and I
think it'd create a more intellectual, healthy social environment if we had more interactions with them.
Shared dorms? More programming between Grad Student Council and Programming Board?

Stronger penalties
against high-risk
drinking

-All houses should be put at risk if the number of Good Sam's reaches a certain level. We all need to start
looking out for each other, and maybe spreading the consequence is the harsh reality necessary. Taking
freshmen out of the house scene presents a problem with this, however, because no freshmen are willing to
monitor each other and call someone out for excessive drinking. Keeping the upperclassmen present
means that there is an authority there to keep younger students in check, especially when older students
will absorb the risk!
-more repercussions for students that are taken to Dick's House or DHMC. The only repercussions when a
student is taken to Dick's House or DHMC are monetary and basics or divergence (I'm not sure if that is
what it is called but something like that). There are no repercussions with the college. There is a fine line
though because you still want people to call if a friend needs help. Also completely unrelated but freshman
year, I think one of the reasons that people drank so much at pregames is because they didn't think they
would have access to alcohol, other than keystone, once they left the dorms. This led to drinking a lot of
hard alcohol in a short period of time, which can be very dangerous

Change Safety and
Security/Dick’s House
procedure regarding
intoxicated students

Currently, students who are found to be intoxicated are brought to Dick's House and made to stay there
regardless of their level of drunkeness. It would make much more sense, and be less of a financial burden
on students, if people found to be mildly drunk were either put somewhere that did not cost $375, because
they require no care, or if they were taken home, and told if they were picked up again that night they would
face disciplinary action.
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PROGRAMS & POLICIES
Stronger penalties
against binge drinking

People/houses often participate in these behaviors without ever getting in trouble. This fosters a culture of
getting away with high risk drinking and continuing to participate in it. If there were greater consequences
for individuals /houses involved, it could reduce this problem. For houses, this could include probation and
not allowing new membership. For individuals this could include not being able to rush/being involved in
your house and repeat offenders being asked to leave the college.

Room in Collis for
drunk check ups

It would be a half-way point to Good Sam. A room, staffed by students (Dartmouth EMS) that can check up
on students. You could bring your friend there to breathalyze them and see if they actually need to get help.
If the student isn't that bad, they can just send the student home with no repercussions. If they need help,
they get good sammed.

More power to S&S

To control high risk drinking, I believe that SnS officers should have more power, or be trained to intervene
more often. With a campus that is close to ¾ under the legal drinking age, there are many situations where
dangerous drinking can occur. For example, during this Green Key weekend, specifically at the Block Party,
I saw many times where SnS officers either ignored underage drinking, or, simply took the drink out of the
student's hand and nothing more came of the situation. If SnS took a stronger stance at eliminated
underage drinking, I believe there would be fewer incidents. As it is now, the repercussions of drinking, and
only being caught by SnS are not big. After speaking with friends from other campuses around the country, I
realize that Dartmouth has one of the most lax position towards underage drinking. This needs to change in
order to create a safer campus community.

Color-coding IDs by
year

Color-coding ID's can help brothers determine the year that a person belongs to. Any person with a
freshman ID could more easily be identified by fraternity brothers
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PROGRAMS & POLICIES
Addiction/Recovery
groups on campus

There are some students that I know of on campus that have addressed addictions they had and consider
themselves in recovery. I have talked to some people including the administration about starting a student
addiction/recovery group (not an official twelve-step or AA group, because unfortunately those groups are
stigmatized.) This would be beneficial because that way students can help other students address concerns
they might have about impulsive/addictive behavior in a safe and open setting. I would be willing to be open
about my struggle with addiction and my subsequent recovery if it meant helping another student. I had an
awful freshman year because of my drinking, and I wish I had had a peer who could have helped me by
identifying with my struggle, and helping me feel like I wasn't alone in the battle.

Pre-screen students
for alcohol misuse

Students who did not drink alcohol in high school are at initially at a much higher risk for binge drinking and
the negative consequences that come along with binge drinking. By pre-screening incoming freshmen and
identifying and reaching out to those at risk for disordered drinking, we can work to reduce alcohol misuse
during freshmen year and throughout students' time at Dartmouth

Stronger penalties
against hate speech

Create a policy with serious consequences against hate speech/crimes (e.g.Greek house expelled for racist
parties). !

Release a statement
of recognition on the
existence of
undocumented
students at Dartmouth
and support for their
community.!

A letter from the President shall express commitment to providing the resources necessary for the success
of Dartmouth’s undocumented students.!
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SOCIAL SPACES
More gender-neutral,
college-owned spaces
where students can
hang out and casually
drink.

-I think if Dartmouth had more casual spaces for drinking, drinking at Dartmouth (if you chose to drink) can become
more relaxed.Furthermore, underclassmen would see how mature upperclassmen drink and have that as a role
model rather than the binge drinking they see in frat basements. !
-While I believe that many people gain valuable relationships and communities from their fraternities or sororities, I
think there are inherently problematic power dynamics when people feel like they must enter a designated Greek
house (not always but most oftentimes a male-dominated fraternity) in order to go out at night. Let sororities and
fraternities do their thing, but if it were possible for parties to be hosted in gender-neutral areas (not sure how they
would be hosted- perhaps co-hosted by sororities/fraternities/coeds, acapella and dance groups, sports teams, etc.),
I believe that people would have more freedom to enter and exit social spaces as they please and power disparities,
particularly those between the people affiliated with the particular house and the people who are unaffiliated with the
house but entering the social space at night, would be significantly alleviated!
-create a social space that is college owned where everyone can go at the end of the night. the space can have a bar
for 21+ and for a dance party for everyone to enjoy. this would take the problem away from male dominated spaces.!
-Things like BarHop and One Wheelock should be open all weekend and on Wednesday nights. This will give people
options other than non-alc events like Collis After Dark.!
-Sauner Underground should also be a bar/lounge Weds, Fri, Sat. This will deemphasize the need to go to spaces
run by exclusive groups in order to drink/have fun; no one "owns" warner underground, but right now you have to go
to a greek house or a room party to get a beer. We need regular neutral spaces that can be a consistent scene, not
just one dance party a term in Sauner!
-A lot of the events that collis after-dark or PB or whichever organization puts on are actually a lot of fun and very
inclusive. However, the 21+ labels on these events are huge deterrents for almost the entire student body. More
leniency for underage drinking on the colleges part would allow everyone equal access to these unique and inclusive
events. !
-There needs to be more of them, and they need to be more mainstream. Ideally, we would have more off campus
housing where students can have a space of their own to have friends over and hang out. More events like Brew-haha (green key event at the organic farm) that are social events with either no alcohol or the emphasis on alcohol is
secondary. !
-Let Collis sell beer. Let freshmen see seniors drinking 1 beer on a sunny afternoon and redefine what 'drinking' is.!
-We need to de-glorify alcohol. And de-stigmatize beer. We shouldn't make things specifically sober events. Make
alcohol a secondary part of the event. If you have a movie night and alcohol is provided it just becomes natural and
binge drinking is not the only type of drinking. Right now, there are sober events and there are alcoholic events. And
very little in between. This perpetuates a culture that when you drink, you drink a lot. We need to highlight and have
more events that are somewhere in the middle, where alcohol is present but not a focus. Then people will redefine
what alcohol's role is.!
-To reduce high-risk drinking, the College should make more spaces available for students to socialize/pre-game.
These spaces should not be linked with particular groups but rather open to anyone who wishes to use them.
Particularly with the 6-week freshman ban, many students choose to pre-game in the dorms, which often leads to
more binge drinking than more open settings (e.g. Greek basements, FNR). Creating more open, neutral spaces
would discourage students from feeling like they have to get really drunk before they "go out."
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SOCIAL SPACES
More spaces like Hop
Garge

-While it's hard to find creative social outlets in such a small town, I think there could be better initiatives to
make the Hop Garage, etc. more visible.!
-Continue initiatives like the Hop Garbage or One Wheelock to allow for social spaces that are not dictated
by a predetermined collection or group. Fund programs and activities to take place in these spaces so that
they are considered viable and cool!
-Alternative social scenes often fail because they are not fun/are not popular, but Hop Bar has been doing
very well and is successful. With more money, this could really be the prototype or starting point for future
endeavors into non-Greek alternative social spaces!
-Have social spaces much like Hop Garage that provide free alcohol to students but also offer something
the Greek system cannot, like live music, poetry slams, etc. Otherwise, students become wrapped up in
Greek life, which can be consuming and insular, because their are few alternatives. Students will want to
drink -- this is college -- and doing so at a high financial cost provides little incentive to stray from Greek
houses, because students are already paying social dues!
-The Hop garage has been a really great success for upperclassmen and a lot of people have difficulty
trying to get in. Because of the lack of capacity, it turns off a lot of people to going to the HOP garage. It's
also on a Thursday so not the best night to provide an alternative social space. Renovating the HOP space
and having it open on Fridays and Saturdays is definitely a good way to provide a real, alternative social
space for those who are 21+!
-–would create social spaces in more public areas (maybe closer to town or in Collis?) so that people feel
less inclined to engage in high risk behavior!
-This does not necessarily mean we believe campus needs more dry social spaces. The culture right now is such
that if you want to go out and drink, fraternities/sororities are pretty much the only options. To some, these
environments foster binge drinking. If there were more spaces on campus (i.e. bars, clubs) where people could go
out and socialize, binge drinking could be reduced!
-I've heard many good things about the Hop Bar, which provides alcohol to students without the environment of a
frat. I've also heard that it gets crowded and the fact that there are often lines doesn't exactly help exclusivity on
campus. Dartmouth should reconsider spaces like Sarner Underground to have it do what it was intended to do in
the first place: create a viable alternative social space!
-More things like the Hop Garage! They need to be in spaces that are large enough to hold a lot of people and
should definitely be able to serve drinks.!
-Foster spaces where drinking is not the priority, simply one component of engaging with others. Ex) Hop Garage. It
has drinking but it’s not the main focus so students learn how to drink responsibly. Students actually engage with one
another, rather than stand in a basement with loud music, unable to properly communicate. Social spaces that let
people actually be social will help to reduce the desire to "drink until you are having fun.”!
-The Hop Garage has become an incredibly popular alternative social space but is unfortunately limited to
upperclassmen because it is 21+. If the age to enter (and even drink) were reduced, it would attract underclassmen
to the Hop Garage and reduce binge drinking.!
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SOCIAL SPACES
More bars

I think having more of a bar culture would help people to drink less excessively. Being in public, or in a place
where the police can get involved might help people control themselves more. Also having to pay for alcohol
might inherently cause people to buy less drinks.!
-In order to address high risk drinking, Dartmouth should institute a real bar on campus for those over 21,
not a weird place like the Garage, a place that attracts students like bars on other campuses. For those
under 21, Dartmouth should allow Greek affiliation after 2 terms to eliminate dorm drinking more, and also
fund more events that promote a longevity of safer drinking to smaller groups or affinity houses, as opposed
to just funding a few big events. Make these a weekly casual thing!
-We need our own bar at Dartmouth that's open almost every night to facilitate the drinking culture here. It
would be a casual space to hang out and have a few drinks without the pressure of binge drinking

More places that allow
underage drinking (i.e.
nightclubs, bars,
karaoke)

Other schools have places on campus that allow underage drinking. Strict drinking rules only allow minors
to drink in frats. If rules were less strict people would not feel like they would only have fun on a saturday
night if they went to a frat. Other schools have spaces such as night clubs or karaoke bars that allow
underage drinking. Rules apply that you can not get overly drunk, however it allows students to have other
options for night life. Places like the hop should allow minors drink, as long as they are staying safe. Right
now the only places people can drink and interact with people are at frats. For underage students, you have
made drinking the forbidden fruit. !
-There should be more spaces that under 21 year olds can drink. Underage drinking is inevitable. Because
there are no places on campus you are allowed to drink at, students only drink at dorms and in fraternities,
causing problems of exclusivity and over drinking. There should be nightclubs and lounges (similar to hop)
that allow underage kids to drink at a moderate level. This is something that Stanford does. There are less
rules on drinking, however they seem to have less problems
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SOCIAL SPACES
Student run bar or
club in town

-Providing more social options other than greek houses/basements would allow people both affiliated and
unaffiliated to engage with each other in a social setting. !
-Take a step farther than Hop Garage/One Wheelock. !
-Some challenges: zoning/issues with Town of Hanover, liquor licensing issues, legal woes of College if they
are funding a bar (i.e. with underage drinking), exclusivity that comes with 21+ (18-21 people are still
excluded), space, cost. !
-Solutions: look at how Cornell runs student-run hotel school in terms of start-up/accountability; alumni
donations; making it more dimensional than just drinking; proposing it as an academic project!
-Social spaces such as Hop Garage, Monday Night Microbrews and Friday Night Rock have proved
relatively successful in providing neutral but still fun and attractive undergrad social spaces that are open to
everyone (albeit only 21+ are able to drink). The main issue with those spaces is that they either appeal to a
more specific niche of campus or simply don't have the capacity to support consistent social scenes.
Additionally, spaces such as the Hop Garage or FNR are irregular or are scheduled around "party nights"
because of fear of competing with Greek spaces. Any viable alternative would need to be regularly open
and consistent. A campus bar, as many schools have, would allow for this kind of consistent and neutral
space.!

Create non-Greek
social spaces where
all students feel
comfortable drinking.

As long as fraternities remain the only physical location where underage students can acquire and consume
alcohol, they will remain the focus of the campus social scene and perpetuate a male-dominated
environment that is not conducive to safe drinking practices or equality in sexual relations. (Because
fraternities inherently give men power over their own space, all sexually charged interactions that take place
within them are subject to this male-dominated power dynamic, even if the men themselves are not actively
perpetuating rape culture.)

Renovate Gilman to
create an alternative
scene

-Adding food or activities like laser tag/paintball to Gilman would promote alternative places to hang out
much like Hop Garage. It would also provide food in a location separate from the hub (the Green/Collis/
FoCo/HOP) and promote movement towards the Life Sciences Center which is a great building but
extremely under utilized!
-It would open a totally new social space on campus, and in a different part of town, potentially with access
to things that are otherwise not present in Hanover (bowling alley, etc).
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SOCIAL SPACES
Fund alternative social
spaces that have a
proven track record of
success

Dartmouth should fund alternative social spaces such as the rebuilding of Ledyard Canoe Club that have a
long history of providing alternative communities to the Greek system!
-Rebuild and redevelop the Ledyard physical plant as a neutral social space for the Ledyard canoe club as
well as the DOC in general and the broader campus population!
-There is no way for Ledyard Canoe Club to function as a neutral and non-exclusive social space if there is
no physical plant to host social events. Since the closure of the clubhouse in the Fall of 2013 there has
been no non-labeled social space in which we could hold social events without any connotation of
exclusivity or membership which would provide a welcoming and safe space in which to fulfill the social
promise of ledyard and provide a social scene based on affiliation or expectation of membership but solely
on camaraderie and friendliness!

Incorporate more
wood into living
spaces

It's a small detail, but wood interior design makes for a much more comforting and homey environment that
would inspire residents to treat their space with more respect and spend more time in their resident halls in
a relaxed way that prevents high-risk behavior.

Make Novack into a
comfortable social
hub.

The popularity of the Green during the warm months clearly demonstrates the need for an open,
comfortable, non-"owned" space during the less-than-warm months. (Contrast Collis, which is owned/
governed/associated with the Collis groups and therefore students feel less ownership of it and more
excluded in favor of the various groups who have their headquarters there.) Novack, as a central hub which
many students frequent throughout the day, has unique possibility to become the off-season Green - a
completely open, completely inclusive, 24-hour space for both socialization and .!
-However, what it needs is to become comfortable. It needs an increase in COMFORTABLE chairs and
couches upon which students can congregate and socialize, ones that encourage students to stop, enter
into discussions, hang out, and relax. Additional acoustic modifications to make the space more quiet and
private would also be extremely helpful. The proposed Novack floor modifications do not accomplish any of
this, but maintain the space as sterile and cold and not conducive to socializing
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SOCIAL SPACES
Bring back Lone Pine
Tavern

Social spaces such as Hop Garage, Monday Night Microbrews and Friday Night Rock have proved
relatively successful in providing neutral but still fun and attractive undergrad social spaces that are open to
everyone (albeit only 21+ are able to drink). The main issue with those spaces is that they either appeal to a
more specific niche of campus or simply don't have the capacity to support consistent social scenes.
Additionally, spaces such as the Hop Garage or FNR are irregular or are scheduled around "party nights"
because of fear of competing with Greek spaces. Any viable alternative would need to be regularly open
and consistent. A campus bar, as many schools have, would allow for this kind of consistent and neutral
space.

More outdoor social
spaces

Besides the Green, the outdoors are surprisingly inaccessible for being a "rural" campus. More picnic
tables? Wifi outdoors? Ledyard Clubhouse more accessible? Tom Dent open for more than just events (as a
memorial/chill setting) because it has a lawn.

Build better
performing arts
facilities

Dartmouth has a number of very talented performers, from singers to dancers to actors to stand-up
comedians. However, most student performances take place in Greek houses. This excludes a large portion
of Dartmouth students who may want to watch their friends or peers perform, but do not feel comfortable in
Greek houses. It also deters talented individuals who may want to perform at Dartmouth but do not feel
comfortable doing so in a Greek house. By creating better performing arts facilities, Dartmouth can make
the arts more accessible to all of campus and increase the ways through which we can come together as a
community - namely, through art.

Pub offcampus

Provide a space off campus, such as a cafe that becomes a pub at night with live music, where students
may come together to drink and listen to music sans the pressure of greek power structures that make
students feel the need to binge drink in order to have a reason to connect with other people---aka through
talking about how fu*ked up they are getting together. I emphasize the fact that it be a place off campus
because Dartmouth is a highly intellectually stimulating place, which causes people to become debilitatingly
distressed at times and such feelings become amplified by the fact that this campus is so small and does
not provide a place of gathering that is completely unaffiliated to the school so that students feel like there is
an outlet for them to detach themselves from the pressures of this school.
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GREEK LIFE

!

Make all sororities
local so that social
spaces move outside
of frat basements.

female students feel safer and more in control in a female-owned social space!
-one reason for high rates of sexual assault is due to the fact that parties exist in male-controlled spaces. Unless all
national sororities remove the ancient idea that having alcohol and a couple of guys in a sorority makes it a brothel,
which I do not see happening soon, the best way to spread out the party scene between frats and sororities is to
allow all sororities to throw parties.!
-gets rid of sexist national ideals and provides safe social spaces for women on campus!
-because most of the social spaces are in male dominated houses, guys feel as though they have the upper hand
and can be very intimidating to women. If the parties were in a sorority, then maybe women would not feel as inclined
to prove something to the men.!
-this would create more social space where women can feel safe and comfortable in their own space.!
-National sororities are "not allowed" to have boys in their houses, and while they break these rules sometimes for
mixers or other events, there are no major parties at national sororities. If more were local, there would be more
women-dominated parties and social events on campus, which could help decrease sexual assault by creating safer
places for women to drink. Additionally, this could help the sisters in the sorority bond, because right now it seems
that they often treat their houses as somewhere they sleep and not much more.!
-As a male student, I cannot imagine what it would be like to have my college social experiences take place in
spaces where I was implicitly marginalized. Mainstream women of Dartmouth experience social life within maledominated spaces. I love being a member of my fraternity, but I believe women should be able to feel the same
sense of ownership in their social spaces as I do. I respect the places Sigma Delt and KDE have come to occupy as
Dartmouth's local sororities, but their presence is not enough to transfer some social power to women.!
-Sigma delt is a good example of a sorority's ability to act as a social space. The notion that sororities can't have
people over due to the national sorority is simply false. The sororities at Dartmouth impose the closed door policy on
themselves and this only increases exclusivity and shuttles more people into fraternities!
-Ideas: - college commits money to action!
- college funded drinking events should be in sororities (i.e. pride week event in local sorority)!
- local sororities prove/expand on alumni base!
- frats that get on trouble/can't fill house get kicked out of physical space!
- and all frats with huge endowments should use their money to help support this change. That way women can be
exposed to all sorority houses before rush and have a better idea of what they are getting themselves into!
- Alot of the girls have been in situations and have friends who have been in situations that have resulted from
getting "trapped" or feeling uncomfortable and pressure in a male dominated setting. Sorority parties would be
able to cater to women who feel uncomfortable attending fraternities parties.!
- Investigate whether national sororities can do more to host parties!
- That way girls on campus don't have to go to frats to get alcohol and can have a social space for themselves!
- Additionally the existing local sororities should make a stronger effort to host events at their houses to promote this
balance.!
- For exclusivity: freshmen women can hang out in houses all year and actually get to know older women and then
sororities can do the frat recruitment system.
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GREEK LIFE
Make all houses co-ed

-this would reduce bro culture, hypermasculinity, which turns getting laid into a competition and contributes to sexual
assault!
-to decrease boys encouraging each other to hook up with girls!
-would reduce the power dynamic inherent in the social spaces at Dartmouth!
-keep the sense of student ownership/identity already inherent in the Greek system!
-would create more natural accountability !
-Inherently majority of the social scene at Dartmouth is based on gendered spaces and gender dominance
hierarchies. If communities were co-ed, both sexes would be forced to respect each other on a more consistent basis
and learn how to drink and party where sexual assault wasn't as easy. Also, the genders would have to learn how to
interact with each other besides just in classes or past 10pm

Sober party monitors

–like Green Team but focuses on sexual assault!
- could be sober frat brothers watching/patrolling the scenes… this ends the bystander effect, gives frats a sens of
responsibility, and creates a “not cool bro” attitude to guys who are overly sexually aggressive or too out of control
drunk!
- sober brothers and sisters present at any time a house is having a function. I think they should be active members
of the party rather than sulking in corners in order to really be able to intervene in a situation, whether there is too
much alcohol or potential sexual assault. The Greek system is in no way to blame for all Dartmouth's problems
and I think it could be a great tool in fixing the problems we all have as students of this school.!
- Instead of just being in frats and at big parties, participants should be roaming around frats throughout the night
and also near dorms! I think a lot of people are sexually assaulted because they are taken back to random rooms
and nobody really notices or intervenes.!
- perhaps having a FEMALE S&S officer present in frat basements as a power dynamic equalizer!
- I've seen Green Team member drinking at events, which is absolutely not okay. More often, however, I have no
idea who or if there is anyone present who is not inebriated to help with problems.These proposed sober monitors
should be part of the hosting Greek house because they know all of the members and feel comfortable telling them
to curtail certain dangerous behaviors or taking too-drunk people home without having to get S&S involved.!
- To address the issue of sexual assault and binge drinking, 3 students from each greek house should volunteer to
be a sober monitor at their social events and actively watch out for their sisters/brothers/classmates. I am not
implying that people always drink when they go out, but I think that there should be 3 self-selected students that
are actively making sure that people are okay
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GREEK LIFE
Reform Sorority Rush
Process

increase the number of sororities on campus so that more girls can rush and feel comfortable in the houses
they end up in. I just want to reiterate that getting rid of the Greek system is AVOIDING the problem,
instead of fixing it.!
-change their rush to be less about superficiality of brief meetings and decided by a computer into a
shakeout system like fraternities that fosters better integration of different parts of campus. !
-Allow women to feel agency during the rush process by providing more natural female connections.This
would entail the ability for women to come to sororities before the rush process (this would also work to
better carry out one goal of a sorority--female connection/support). To do so, sororities would need to
become spaces that served a true social space (ie. local versus national). !
-Keep the rush process, but get rid of the computer and upperclassman choosing option, and let the girls
who are rushing choose the house they want to be in. Girls are going to choose the house that they feel
most comfortable in after rush and by doing this, girls would not "fail" during the rush process because of
one bad run in with a soon to be sister or a "computer glitch." If this happens, I believe the "status" of the
houses will eventually wear off because each house would be put on a level playing field by having the girls
choose it instead of it choose the girls. This would result in many fewer girls crying themselves to sleep after
rush!
-I think that anyone that wants to participate in rush and join a sorority should be able to because with the
current system there are always a small portion of women who do participate and don't get called back to a
house for pref night!
-I think that if they made girls rush freshman year as opposed to sophomore year this would help many
issues. By becoming a part of a supportive system with many other females who have dealt with the same
issues, girls would be less likely to make poor drinking decisions AND they would have a large group of girls
looking out for them from the beginning. Becoming a part of a sorority makes certain standards clear.
Having this strong group of woman together also leads to a safer environment. !
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GREEK LIFE
Eliminate the Greek
System

The Dartmouth community should face up to the problem and eliminate the Greek system. In its place,
Dartmouth should institute a house system that is non-exclusionary and provides more intimate scale
housing and social system driven by students and responsible for defining a new more positive inclusive
culture. There needs to be extensive education during orientation of responsible alcohol use and sexual.
There are many universities who are creating best practices and Dartmouth can make progress with focus
and commitment. It is not rocket science. Athletic teams should serve as exemplars.!
-There is overwhelming evidence that Greek letter social organizations increase sexual assault, high risk
behaviors and social exclusivity. For the college to continue allowing their existence and dominance of the
social scene is shameful. I hope the school will correct a historic wrong that has hurt so many of our
community members. !
-There are too many studies that show this to cite them all here but here is one for starters. Ottens, A. J., &
Hotelling, K. (Eds.). (2001). Sexual violence on campus: Policies, programs and perspectives. Springer
Publishing Company!
-Shut down basements, specifically Greek basements. Turn the basements into housing or just completely
eliminate them. Nothing positive happens in the basements and any positive thing that does happen can
just as easily happen on the first floor. The descent into the basements is more than just a descent in
altitude, it's a moral descent as well!
-scrap it. buy the houses out, turn them into affinity houses/co-ed living spaces. turn them all into living
learning centers if you want. the college will make its money back in rent in no time.

Water fountains in
every frat/sorority.

. Fraternities can be disgustingly unsanitary. If you are wanting water during a party, there is no way to get it
(no cups or clean sinks to drink from). Water fountains could be a simple, but extremely beneficial tool to
prevent high risk drinking.!
-There is no way to get water unless parties are sober and there are cases of water. Otherwise, it feels very
unsanitary to drink water from the frat bathrooms with poor hygiene.
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GREEK LIFE
Females on door duty
and behind the bar in
frats

One of the major complaints about Dartmouth social life is its male dominated nature, since fraternities are the main
site of parties and nightlife for all classes. I think that sorority sisters should partake in the responsibility of a fraternity,
and thus hold more sway and influence over what occurs there, in manning the door and the bar. Personally, I know
that as a girl I have been intimidated to approach a fraternity and afraid that a brother on door duty would judge me
for my physical appearance or apparent sexual "easiness." I think that having a female at the door in addition to a
male would make more students feel comfortable walking into any fraternity. In addition, females may have a
different perspective on whether an individual is too drunk, needs help, or is in a situation that may lead to sexual
assault. In addition, if an female needs to be walked home or taken care of, another girl may be able to take her
home without making her feel uncomfortable and without giving a gender power dynamic to the situation. I think it
could be a really powerful thing to give females an opportunity and responsibility to watch out for others entering a
social space and help the social scene to be more gender equal.!
-Females/sorority sisters should be on door duty and behind the bar at fraternities to make social spaces more
gender equal. Having a female on duty would make other females feel more comfortable and less subjected when
entering the social space. Also, a female may have a different perspective on whether two individuals leaving or
entering a frat may be in a potentially dangerous situation. A female on duty would also be more comfortable
intervening and walking a female home.!
-I think that in any situation where you are not making your own drink, there is a two-way responsibility on both the
part of the drinker and the person giving the drinks, and so it's crucial that you trust the person handing you the cup.
But of course it's easy when people are crowded around the bar, to simply take what you can get, and this is a
problem that can have disastrous consequences. I think that it would make a big difference if it was mandatory for a
woman to be behind the bar at every registered event. This is something that my sorority has put in place for our
events, and I think that seeing another female behind the bar is incredibly reassuring. You have an entirely different
perspective behind the bar, giving you the ability to see both what ingredients are going into drinks as well as who
the person is receiving them (particularly if they've reached the level where they should stop drinking and be
escorted home). Of course this would not be an absolute solution, and there are many ways for a woman to get
drugged or peer-pressured into drinking more than she otherwise would, but I think that it could reduce some
instances of sexual assault and dangerous drinking. I think that this could be an extension of the Green Team, which
is wonderful in creating a system of sober monitors at fraternities, but I think that having another kind of program for
female bartenders would be a good preventative measure.!
-Having men and women working together in these spaces would provide more accountability for students attending
parties and more visibility and power for women on campus.!
-The house represents the brother's home and all other members of the dartmouth community, and by default every
woman on campus, are visitors in their basement. Most alcohol at dartmouth, in my opinion, is consumed at fraternity
parties and is given out by brothers behind the bar. I believe that if there was a woman who was allowed or assigned
to be a "bartender" for the night in every fraternity basement, I would feel much safer drinking while out. Sometimes,
people get too drunk while out. And while I trust that the men of Dartmouth have our best interests at heart, I think
that having a woman behind the bar could moderate the few men who continue to push girls to drink when they've
had a little to much
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GREEK LIFE
Randomize Rush

-People can ask to be with a few friends and can take a personality test, and then are placed in a house. A
random house shouldn't be able to have stereotypes, yes?!
-Rather than holding rush for fraternities and sororities, people will join a house at random if they choose to
be in a fraternity/sorority. This will eliminate the stigma associated with each house while keeping the Greek
system. It would be a similar system to getting assigned to your specific freshman floor!

!
!

OR !

•!
•

5

Make people apply to belong to houses. Houses would have some theme or purpose and joining would be
based on your application and interests, rather than on arbitrary measures. These houses would be
different than affinity houses as they currently stand because they would still be social spaces.
Financial Aid for
Greek life

-If you are eligible for financial aid, it should extend to Greek house dues if you choose to join a frat or
sorority.!
-If the College were to pay for the social dues of sororities and fraternities that go toward paying for alcohol,
alcohol would become less of a social currency and way to attract people over to a house. Houses would
have to spend more time on coming up with entertainment that did not have to do with alcohol!
-Alumni loved their Dartmouth experiences and loved their fraternity and sorority experiences, it's a big part
of why they give anyway. Surly we could create an alumni fund that is specifically for students in greek
houses who are on financial aid

Alcohol cut-off after a
certain time

-If people are drinking until 2-4am after starting at 10pm, there is a much higher risk for binge drinking for an
extended period of time. if the frats/sororities stopped serving alcohol after a certain point in the night,
people will sober up and be more aware of themselves by the time they want to go home!
-Rather than fraternities having dry parties that inevitably have drinking in secret somewhere else in the
house, create a rule that sets a cut off time for serving alcohol. That way, people can drink and have fun, but
by the end of the night when most poor decisions - related to sexual assault or drinking - are made, people
are starting to sober up so they are more aware of their late-night actions!
-Fraternities should not be allowed to hand out alcohol past a certain time or alternatively fraternities should
have dry parties so that drinking does not continue past peoples’!
-In the real world people pregame and then go out and have to pay for alcohol which limits intake. Clubs
and bars also generally close at 2am. If students cannot drink while they are out alcohol intake in a night will
decrease and potentially reduce sexual assault cases due to being 'black out'.
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GREEK LIFE
All houses become
Co-op style affinity
houses like Foley and
the Sustainable Living
Center.

-This would address exclusivity, high-risk drinking, and sexual assault by promoting a healthier culture
based on respect. They could all have different themes, it would be cool!

Require brothers/
sisters to attend more
of their own
sponsored,
philanthropic events.

At certain (or all) sororities, a minimum amount of philanthropy hours is required to go to formal. If all the
frats/sororities require their members to go to a certain number of events sponsored by their house to
participate in X, Y, or Z (ex. formal) then this would promote better alternative social spaces!
-I think that Greek life needs to go back to its roots. There needs to be a much larger focus on philanthropy.
Each house should have an organization that they should be working to fundraise for and fundraising
events should be both sober and multiple Greek houses working together. I think having these sober
mandatory events with fraternities and sororities working together would foster male female friendships that
would then work to end the gender divide.!

Restore party packs

Return the party packs (bread sticks and water) to fraternities to encourage houses to register events and
help prevent good sams.
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GREEK LIFE
Keep the Greek
system

High risk drinking is a choice, and its going to happen with or without the greek system. Sexual assault will
happen without or without the greek system. If you educate greeks, and those involved in it, if greek houses
have sober monitors, if there was a tighter hold on freshman and non-affiliated hard alcohol, there would be
less sexual assault and high risk drinking. This is a two way street, and its not always our fault. I was
unaffiliated my sophomore fall. The greek system has done so much for me. I am a stronger and more
courageous person from joining kappa. I am surrounded by incredible girls who push me out of my comfort
zone, who make me what to improve and be better. I would never have been friends with any of these
incredible women had I not been a part of this incredible sisterhood. I really am so different, so much
stronger. I want my daughter to be able to have the same experience that I have been blessed enough to
have. I love kappa and my experience in the greek system exactly the way it is. I have never thrown up
from alcohol, and I have never blacked out. I get excellent grades, and I have a strong friend group to
support me. You control my drinking, and You control feeling excluded.Please, take personal responsibility
for your decisions, and stop blaming others.!
-The fraternities at Dartmouth are very inclusive and open their doors to all campus members. Instead of
trying to eradicate the Greek system, it is better to keep it in place and seek to improve it. Removing the
fraternity system will cause students to drink in their rooms or other closed/discrete venues, where other
students (both friends and strangers) may not be able to see if binge/unsafe drinking or sexual assault is
occurring

Frat/Sorority Face
time

-Either during orientation or at some point, have freshman be introduced to frat and sorority presidents. That way, if
something were to happen in a basement they would be able to recognize the face of someone who they know could
help. If not during orientation, then have some way for these presidents to have some sort of interaction with
freshman.!
-before Freshman are allowed in basements, they should be introduced to the president of the fraternity or the
sorority in a brief q&a panel session, *hang pictures of the core/executive members of the greek house in the front
entrance so underclassmen can recognize someone to go to for help if needed*

Combined MAV
sessions

while MAV sessions are already mandated for fraternities and sororities, it feels as though these sessions may fall on
deaf ears. If the MAV sessions were combined, with half of a fraternity and half of a sorority together in these
sessions, it would foster the reality of the situation and prove the importance of honesty and comfort among peers
regardless of gender.

Minority Greek house

-One of the already existing minority greek chapters on campus should be given a physical house where
members of the chapter can live, host parties, and socialize like all of the other white dominated chapters on
campus!
-There needs to be an Asian American House on campus. Most of the Asian students on campus identify as
Asian American and there should be a space on campus that this student body is able to call their own
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GREEK LIFE
Greek houses have
brighter lighting in
basements

Decreases likeliness of sexual assault which is encouraged by darkness/dim lighting!
-A major reason so many people feel uncomfortable in frat basements is because of their dark, dirty, sketchy
atmosphere. This dark, gross atmosphere also makes people feel like any behavior is acceptable in these
basements, no matter how disgusting or inappropriate. Renovating these basements to be clean, light, and more
home like would make people remember they are in a house and should be acting the same way they would at a
house party or in a bar with an owner that has the right to punish/charge them for bad behavior.

Clean up frat
basements.

The houses are disrespected by the brothers - makes it easier for sexual assault to go unnoticed behind closed
doors or on the dance floor. !
-A major reason so many people feel uncomfortable in frat basements is because of their dark, dirty, sketchy
atmosphere. This dark, gross atmosphere also makes people feel like any behavior is acceptable in these
basements, no matter how disgusting or inappropriate. Renovating these basements to be clean, light, and more
home like would make people remember they are in a house and should be acting the same way they would at a
house party or in a bar with an owner that has the right to punish/charge them for bad behavior.

Greek system
involvement in
alternative spaces

involving fraternity and sorority combined open events outside of basements in alternative spaces to help change the
power dynamic and environmental factors that contribute to sexual assault. Basements need to be closed during this!

!
!

OR!
greek houses can hold more open events that are supported by other campus groups or greek houses can
offer their spaces as a meeting place for other groups

Let Freshmen Rush in
3rd Term

One of the biggest exclusivity problems arises from the fact that freshmen aren't allowed to rush fraternities
until sophomore year. It makes sense to keep them out their first and second terms, but by their third term
they are fairly well integrated
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GREEK LIFE
College sponsors all
alcohol at frats

The College puts too much pressure on fraternities and sororities to control the biggest component of the
social life in a safe way. From hearing about sexual assault occurrences from my peers it seems that
majority of the problems are rooted in alcohol. More often than not sexual assault occurs when drinking is
present. If the College wants to control this issue I think they need to control the source. To do this I think
the College should collaborate with sororities and fraternities to determine how much alcohol should be
allowed to basements and this should be enforced in an effective way. Currently it is really easy for frats to
bypass how much alcohol they are currently registered for but by forbidding members of frats to pay for
beer and only having the college supply it then there will be better control of how much alcohol is
consumed. !
-If Dartmouth really wants to control the amount of alcohol i.e. kegs in the basements, then the college
should pay for alcohol for registered parties to mitigate the amount of excess alcohol and ergo excessive
drinking

Outsource bartenders

At big parties, have non-hosts serve alcohol, serving drinks to party guests. Would have to make sure to
have multiple bartenders or a large area for serving drinks to avoid big mosh pits of crowds. But, this may
reduce the under-age high risk drinking, and high-risk drinking and encouragement by party hosts.
Bartenders would have to enforce ID policy and make sure that they cut people off when necessary

Every house has a
faculty advisor that the
entire house is
required to meet with
to start conversations
around sexual assault
and provide guidance
about how to prevent
it from happening (as
is happening at
Heorot)

decreases sexual assault by elevating awareness
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GREEK LIFE
Install signs in all
Greek basements that
point to resources
within that house

Encourage those who have had bad experiences in Greek organizations to express their concerns to exec members
and/or members of the house who have been student peer-group trained (MAV, SAPA…)!
-have huge posters in frats and dorms that give a list of common incidents of assault, what leads to it, trigger
situations, etc. with a PHONE NUMBER at the bottom of the poster. This would be easily visible to students as they
go home with someone or for those in the hall the morning after.!
-There needs to be more information available in regard to what to do if you are sexual assaulted AND what that
constitutes. I feel many girls feel lost when something like that happens to them. There needs to be more posters
around campus, especially in dormitories and fraternity houses, regarding what to do and make the issue more
aware not only to girls but remind guys of what can happen if they are irresponsible

People found guilty of
sexual assault should
be kicked out of their
Greek house

Creates a culture of accountability

Greek houses
individually discuss
sexual assault

“Have all fraternities and sororities on campus, individually engage in a serious, informative, and interactive
discussion about sexual assault.”

Sorority Zero
Tolerance Policy

If a girl in a sorority is sexually assaulted by a boy in a fraternity, that fraternity is banned from hosting any social
events with her sorority.The fraternity has the option of kicking the offender out, if this is done social events can
continue between the two houses.

Video cameras in frat
basements

monitoring dangerous behavior is easy to see

Third-party bouncers/
social regulators in
Greek parties

-A sorority might be unwilling to host parties in their own space with strange guys entering their domain. If
they have a big bouncer who could enforce their social policies/would halt disruptive behavior, they might be
more willing to host parties. This would build a more equal gender power balance

Stronger coalition
among sororities
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GREEK LIFE
Public stats on which
frats are safest

Written application for
Sorority Rush

Since small-talk is often shallow and certain women may feel less comfortable in various Greek spaces,
having an application would provide an opportunity for thoughtfulness and putting one's identity out there.
Of course, you can't get to know someone from a piece of paper, but you also can't get to know someone
through a few short, surface-level conversations with the current recruitment process.

More sorority houses

Sorority numbers have been climbing steadily over the past number of years. Large pledge classes do not
promote the same type of bond and closeness that a smaller group does. On the other hand, having more
houses provides more choices for girls who rush who may feel as if none of the current houses suit them
and their lifestyle

Change Greek
Houses into
Residence Houses

If the college took over these spaces and freshmen or anyone lived there

Promote shared meals Reinstitute the sitting & eating components of frats/sororities. would create community and make students
in Greek houses
better appreciate those spaces.
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GREEK LIFE
Open Membership for
Greeks

Just let people join houses - eliminate rush

Every frat should have
a second floor chapter
room like Zete

It is more open than a individual students room, and more intimate than a great hall

Fraternity “Permission
Slip”

I believe that there are a significant number of men that join fraternities do not see women on campus as
their social equals. Women are demeaned by the drinking culture, and social expectations revolve around
our age and the college campus culture. However, I believe if we were able to extend the fraternity brother's
concept of a woman to encompass their own family members (mother, sister, grandmother, cousin, neice,
etc), they may have a very different view of how women should be treated. It may be wise to require a
female "letter of recommendation" for a brother to provide along with their bid once they've chosen to join a
house. This form of reflection is much more personal than any speaker brought to the house, in which a
brother could fade into the background and let their mind drift. By actively seeking a discussion with a
woman in their life, and by having that woman verify their behavior, it would force men in the fraternity
setting to bring the issues around gender discrepancy to their home turf

‘Check yourself’ at the
door

I think that one way to most definitely limit high-risk drinking is to somehow remind people that the moment
they walk into a fraternity/sorority they are entering an alternate world where rules may seem breakable and
standards may seem lessened, but that atmosphere shouldn't dictate their behavior. Just like we show our
ids at the door, we need to show that we are committing to a higher standard, too. We could require people
to write something they are committing to that night on their hand/wrist/arm/etc., say it aloud to the brother/
sister at the door, and pledge to do so within the house.

•
!
•
!
•
!
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GREEK LIFE
Competition between
houses to have safe
behavior

One of the most innate human desires we have is to win. If we can somehow create some sort of safety or
drinking competition where houses are rewarded for the least amount of S&S interventions, bad behavior,
sober pledges, etc. I guarantee people will be better

Make all frat parties
dry

While I don't necessarily believe that the drinking that causes extremes behavior happens in the fraternities
themselves (as in I think often people come to parties too drunk already) I think that making all fraternity
parties alcohol free could both test the hypothesis and alleviate stress and responsibility about good Sam
calls. Often houses are afraid to good Sam students due to repercussions for them. If alcohol was not
present they would be more likely to take action

Boot camp instead of
‘pledge term’

Instead of excessive drinking activities during pledge term, send the pledges through boot camp. Physical
activity can be tolling, but unlike drinking, it has some major positive repercussions. The ladies and
gentlemen will be fitter and still get the same bonding initiation process that they would if they were boozing
and booting

Close basements the
first Friday of every
month

this will force frats to come up with different, sober alternatives

Wristbands every
night for 21+

All sororities and fraternities should check every Dartmouth ID every night they host any type of social
event. Those who are 21+ will receive a wristband to wear that night--if you are not 21 you may still go into
the house and still drink. Having the wristbands will be a physical reminder for those handing out alcohol to
be aware of their actions and the implications giving alcohol out to younger students may have
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GREEK LIFE
Mandatory nonalcoholic tails/mixers
between Greek
houses

there should be a number of required non-alcoholic social events each term between greek houses. I think it
would be a great idea if every house had to host sober events and parties in order to be allowed to have
alcoholic events as well. For example, for every 5 alcoholic social events (tails, semi, formal, etc.) every
house would also have to have one non-alcoholic social event. This would promote socializing on campus
without the use of alcohol and would also likely cut down on sexual assault related events at these types of
events.

Breathalyzers in frats

a way to measure where people are at

RFID chip readers
(swipe-in machines) at
frats

This way if a friend was worried about another friend's whereabouts, they could contact the appropriate
authorities (probably S&S), who would immediately know where that friend was and at what time they were
there. This idea would also eliminate the risk of non-Dartmouth students entering, which often is a cause of
harmful situations

Frats support non-frat
events once a week

One "on" night a week (Mon,Wed,Fri,Sat) agree to go enjoy non-frat programming (Hop Bar, Microbrews,
Collis after dark)

Pledge term should be
intellectually focused

-Focus on making intellectualism more important during the pledging process. Make pledge term more
about becoming a better person as opposed to can you drink a lot!
-faculty member talks, group discussions, etc
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GREEK LIFE
24-hour activities

-To cut down on binge drinking, Dartmouth should fund various entertainment options which last later into
the night. Currently, the only social options which are available later than midnight are Greek houses, where
the only options are drinking games or sweaty dance parties. Many students are not interested in the latter,
so their only option is to participate in drinking games. This leads to drinking to excess as a form of
entertainment.!
-Have more fun 24-hour spaces, like the basement of Collis, be open. !
-Free movie theater for students. Like in the basement of the Black VAC.

•!
!

1

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
RES LIFE
!
Improve Freshmen
Residential
Communities

-Creating additional activities for dorms provides opportunity for students to participate in activities outside
of the frat scene. These events also serve to create tighter bonds amongst students, which can increase
safety when these students do go out. Going out with a group of friend can shift the dynamics, which can
help reduce the expectations associated with pong or formals!
-Having people form tighter/cohesive groups that look out for each other will lead to less sexual assault in
fraternity basements. The college should invest more in residential life and activities like those in East
Wheelock. !
-Dorm competitions and dinners and trips and cohesiveness would decrease loneliness and isolation and
give them groups that are completely inclusive !
-Have more sponsored events in freshmen dorms with free food!
-I think that in order to address binge drinking on campus with freshmen students, Dartmouth needs to offer
more alternative social spaces. Especially with the new fraternity ban this past fall, I think freshman students
(who are not yet allowed to be affiliated) should be provided with both alternative social spaces and UGA
sponsored floor pre games to prevent binge drinking hard alcohol in closed dorm rooms.
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RES LIFE
Create “residential
colleges” that students
stayed in all four years

-if you were assigned a mixed-gender, mixed-year housing community when you first got to Dartmouth, you'd be
more invested in caring for people of other genders and class years. Right now there's a lot of power-dynamics/
tension between upperclassmen and freshmen in the frat scene!
-Allow students to stay with the same floor all four years to add another inclusive group that every Dartmouth student
has access to!
-I think that Dartmouth is already making great strides by considering and now planning for a transition to a
residential college system. This residential system has a lot to come up against, however. The College MUST invest
serious money and planning in the residential college system if it ever wants it to truly compete with the Greek
system. The College should construct more buildings/re-do existing buildings to create a real "cluster" or
"community" feel. Otherwise, students will not develop any sense of loyalty to their residential colleges and will still
defer to the Greek system for socializing. Some specific ideas: each college should have a social space in which to
throw parties, there should be systems within each residential college that allow students to look out for each others'
safety (if S&S is omnipresent, the system would feel to policed and students would still turn to Greek houses), there
should be termly traditions/competitions between the colleges, each college should have some feature that makes it
unique. Basically, my overall point is that the College should not halfass the residential system. It has serious
potential to replace the Greek system, but that won't happen without the Dartmouth administration's full commitment. !
-A universal residential college system would provide built-in social support groups, especially for freshman. I think
that undergraduate deans should be tied to these colleges and replace community directors. This would also trim the
number of administrators students must go through to access resources.!
-Also, from an admissions standpoint, I think the residential college system is appealing to prospective students (it
was to me).!
-Students may live there the entire time if they wish. Would give students a community with which to identify (and not
an exclusive community, like a greek house--everyone would be a part of a college) and connections to
upperclassmen as a freshman. Dining halls could be connected to the colleges, making the dining experience more
pleasant as students would see other members of their colleges in the dining halls.
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RES LIFE
Change role of UGAs
from police to
protectors

-In recent years, UGAs have been required to crack down on student drinking in dorms. However, this policy
actually encourages both high-risk drinking and exclusivity by corralling freshmen into closed rooms, both
things which Dartmouth is statedly trying to move away from.!
-When freshmen and other underclassmen have parties in dorms, the constant threat of a UGA shutdown
pushes them to drink alcohol quickly in order to feel properly "prepared" for going out before their source of
non-Keystone is shut off - to seek the buzz of intoxication that facilitates social interactions for many adults
in both college and the "real world." However, with the pressure of limited time, students drink quickly to
reach this point quickly and engage in high-risk drinking behaviors like taking shots. But when they feel that
they are at this point, they are actually far beyond it due to the method of alcohol consumption, which is
extremely dangerous. When a UGA breaks up a party, it then forces students to leave the dorms and take
their drinking and intoxication to somewhere that they will not be demonized for it, namely Frat Row. This
perpetuates the perspective that the Greek system is the only active social scene, and is exclusive to those
that might not feel comfortable in a primarily male-dominated environment, or one where pong is the
dominant form of interaction!
-The ideal role of the UGA would be as a protector. Upon hearing the sounds of a party on their floor, the
UGA would poke their head in, look around, ascertain whether anyone is in need of assistance, and provide
that assistance if necessary. If not, they could smile and say, "I'll be down the hall if you need anything."
This would also encourage students to build a closer relationship with their UGA by no longer placing them
in the role of the "bad guy" and encouraging student to seek their help if something should get out of hand,
thereby promoting student safety. Freed from time constraints, students would be able to slow down their
drinking, shift to more mixed drinks (which take a longer time to consume than shots), encourage intra-dorm
bonding by creating a non-Greek space for socialization, and decrease reliance on the Greek system for
social life
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RES LIFE
Create better common
rooms in the
residential buildings

-The current residential common rooms and dorms are NOT conducive to socializing and hanging out.
These spaces are either too cramped or do not have great amenities (i.e. they have old/non-funcioning TVs,
no DVD players, no gaming consoles, nothing entertaining). It's no wonder that students turn to the Greek
system when there are no other places to just hangout in their buildings. It would go a long way to have
large screens/TVs in these spaces, foosball/pingpong, etc!
-Dorms don't feel like homes. hire interior designers/ psychologists to figure out how to make our living
spaces feel like safe/good/ places, places to be proud to call home!
-Physical Changes to Residence Halls/Living Spaces to Change Psychological Engagement With Them: !
-Obstacles: preexisting residence halls, lack of funding, hard to scale, identifying appropriate designers!
-Solutions: demolish Choates and River, do not re-hire the group that built McLaughlin/Fahey-McLane (we
don’t want hotels for homes)!

!
!
Make all floors co-ed

-this would reduce bro culture, hypermasculinity, which turns getting laid into a competition and contributes to sexual
assault!

Residence Hall
Parties

As the administration reorganizes residential life, allowing dorms to hold social events (including alcohol for
students who are 21+) could be a huge step in increasing inclusivity around campus
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RES LIFE
Less strict alcohol in
dorm policies

−By making alcohol in dorms so ‘taboo’ or ‘bad’, the administration is pushing the behavior into isolated
spaces and actually promoting a dangerous drinking culture. The College should move to finding ways to
demonstrate and acknowledge reasonable, casual drinking practices. People would binge drink less and
this would reduce sexual assault.!
-Sometimes people are too afraid to involve UGAs because it often involves someone getting written up and
it prevents freshmen in particular from reaching out to an upperclassman who can be a mentor in safe
drinking. While I understand that it walks a thin line because UGAs can't condone or allow underage
drinking, having a way in which freshmen floors can be less monitored and more mentored with regards to
drinking would prevent a lot of episodes of excessive drinking due to students not understanding their limits
yet!
-SIPPs funding for 21+ floor/dorms

Add quiet floor options

While sub-free is awesome because it's quiet and you can form wonderful community, there is a stigma
surrounding it. If you give the option to live on a quiet floor, you still get that sense of quietness without the
stigma surrounding it.!
-Quiet after 10PM

Eliminate drinking in
dorms (especially
freshmen dorms)

-Have ugas better enforce no drinking in rooms. Especially with freshmen dorms, where the freshman ban
from greek houses, lead to excessive drinking in short periods of time as they traverse from one dorm room
to the next. !
-Almost every situation I know where people have been too drunk and end up being good-sammed or
picked up and brought to the hospital, it was not a result of drinking at a fraternity, but rather pregaming in
freshman dorms. Instead of prohibiting freshman from going out in their first few weeks at Dartmouth, I there
should be more of an emphasis on regulating the drinking that takes place in the dorms themselves. From
my own experience, I find that there is less opportunity to get excessively drunk at a fraternity than there is
in a dorm room.!
-UGAs are awesome resources on campus but they need to have actual power to punish students who
cause trouble or drink excessively. If alcohol is visible in a freshman dorm, it should be confiscated. If an
individual vomits or ruins community property, the UGA needs to hold him/her accountable
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RES LIFE
Eliminate freshmen
floors

Most high-risk drinking on campus occurs in the freshman class because they have the least experience
with responsible drinking. Freshman floors can encourage and perpetuate high-risk drinking, because it
creates an environment of students who have no real understanding of the true Dartmouth drinking
environment.!
Making freshman immediately share floors with a mix of older students, particularly upperclassmen, could
offer a more mature perspective on drinking culture at Dartmouth. Each freshman could still have 2 or 3
other freshman with them, but they would also be housed next to older students.

UGAs stand in dorm
hallways on ‘out’
nights (Wednesday,
Friday, Saturday). If
couples come back to
rooms to hook up,
they are assessed for
drunknness and non
consent.

Decreases ‘drunk hookups’

Coed social houses

Dartmouth should create a larger network of coed social houses outside of the Greek system. Affiliated and
non affiliated members can be a part of these houses that have no rush process. Instead of rushing a Greek
house to get into an exclusive system, social houses will foster genuine interactions based solely on
friendship and betterment of the community

Affinity housing for
Veteran students

Many veteran students do not live close to campus, and those that do are vastly spread out, even if they
would like to be closer. Affinity housing for these students would let them congregate, and talk about issues
that only other veterans can understand. The first time I went to a fraternity with one other veteran we were
kicked out, because our Student IDs were assumed to be forgeries since we were listed as Freshmen with
birthdates of 88 and 84. We did nothing wrong, and it was the first time I visited a fraternity. I didn't feel
welcome, and the other student and I didn't visit another fraternity for the entirety of freshman fall term. A
veteran affinity house would have provided an alternative social space as well, where we would have
actually felt welcome
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RES LIFE
Housing for nontraditional students

To help reduce exclusivity on campus, Dartmouth should provide a form of housing for non-traditional
students. Married students with kids, some who start undergrad in this situation have no idea where to live,
and get houses in Sachem village or farther (like Wilder), which further prevents them from bonding with
other students, which increases exclusivity

More off-campus
housing

If there were more opportunities for off-campusing housing, such as an apartment complex outside of dormlife, I feel that students would choose to "have a cocktail at their place" and invite friends. If social events
get this more "homey" feel, people would be less likely to binge drink (take it to far or not know what they
are drinking). This is another way to broaden the social scene. Off-campus houses are an option, yet
apartments are small enough not to break out into a big party.

Suite dorms

The Choates dorms are special because a group of several students are cordoned off into their own
corridor. It feels almost like a suite, and the close quarters living is great for cultivating close, sincere
relationships between floormates. Then there are the networks that span the different corridors. We need
more residential plans like the Choates because making friends will be easier

Make the freshmen
party scene start
earlier

−Freshmen aren't usually allowed into parties at frats until 11pm. This is very late to start drinking. As a
result, freshmen who attend these parties may stay out very late, which is unhealthy. Additionally, it seems
that the danger of sexual assault increases later in the evening. As upperclassmen grow tired and go to bed
since they have already been out for several hours. freshmen may be left as some of the last people in
basement. This situation allows sexual assault to happen more easily.

Dartmouth IDs only
get you into your own
dorm

-This keeps unwanted guests out and reduces incidents of sexual assault.
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RES LIFE
Prioritize continuity of
housing in order to
foster community.

UGAs host more
social events

•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!

Include in their job description arranging 3-5 social events a year and provide them with the appropriate
funding.

Allow students to
Set aside 2 adjacent triples and a double and allow a group of 8 to draw together.
block draw their rooms

Funding for “Design
Your Own” LivingLearning Community

The new design your own living learning communities do not receive any funding. They could really benefit
from a small amount of money to help pursue their academic interests

Make students
responsible for one
another’s safety

Establish a system whereby students, perhaps as part of their community living agreement, are accountable
to an elected member of their community for their behavior.
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RES LIFE
Gender-neutral
housing

Gender-neutral housing must be available to all students, regardless of what year they are in.The college
needs to ensure that gender-neutral housing does not get stigmatized !
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SPORTS TEAMS

!

Reform Good Sam
policy for athletes

-currently good samming an athlete is less likely because coaches get notified, it's not anonymous like it is for other
students, which dilute the effect of an otherwise good policy!
Athletes should have the "good sam" repercussions as nonathletic people on this campus!
-"Good Samming" for athletes should remain anonymous to the coaches so that people don't think twice
about trying to get help for an athlete.!
-By being an athlete, getting Good Sammed has much larger consequences then being a student who is not
on an athletic team. This leads people to think twice about even considering good damming a student and
could lead to dangerous consequences!
-Currently, coaches are informed when athletes are good sammed. People think twice before good
samming athletes because they do not want to get their friends in trouble. Furthermore, the good sam is no
longer anonymous. Teams and coaches find out often leading to penalties for the individual and/or the
team. !

College-supported
activities for team
bonding to replace
hazing.

We need to have a source or an outlet for teams to actually get to know each other better instead of
allowing them just to mingle and get to know the freshman. Alcohol consumption is very prevalent in the
team environment because it is s source of bonding for the team. This allows for the continuation of hazing
and harming of incoming students with the excuse of just trying to integrate them into the team. Having a
formal or non formal way for new team members to get involved in the team such as off campus activities
and such would allow for students to get to know each other better without the need for alcohol. Personally
coming into a team i don't feel like i actually got to know anyone on my team too well because it was always
in an environment where someone was intoxicated. All the times that i have been really drunk have been in
a team environment and it has always been in order to feel like I fit in

Sports teams required
to go dry in season.

The athletes would improve both physically and mentally on and off the court. The athletics department
would also improve immensely because sports teams would be more successful. If a student athlete is
caught drinking in season, consequences such as breakfast club conditioning for a week should be
enforced. The athletics program at Dartmouth needs to get better and I think this is definitely one way to
help

All freshmen be a part
of a low-competition
sports team

This would create a new community for freshmen that introduces them to upperclassmen in a healthy way.
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SENIOR SOCIETIES

!

Make all secret
societies not secret
and open

One of the biggest allures of secret societies is that a) there are co-ed options b) they have mission
statements and c) they are smaller thus allowing more bonding. But I think they could be a great
compliment to the greek system if they were all made co-ed, and made open to campus in that it would sort
of be like rush so you are guaranteed to be in a society but get placed into them somehow. Or just create
some system that offers more co-ed opportunities to compliment the system and keep secret societies.
Either way - secret societies are just a good foundation that already exists

Make enough secret
societies so every
senior can be a part of
one.

Senior societies are the pinnacle of unnecessary exclusivity.

Get rid of canes

Canes make the owner feel good at the expense of everyone else who doesn’t have one. They’re exclusive,
unnecessary, and do not need to be a part of the graduation ceremony.!
-Give every senior a wooden cane and have days on the green where everyone can carve their canes. Societies can
still get custom canes but at least they won’t be as exclusive.

!

OR !
Give every senior a
cane

•
!
•
!
•
!

!
!
!
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Administration should
have a more realistic
view of alcohol. Seek
pragmatic solutions.

-My personal experience with what the school considers "high-risk drinking" is that it very seldom is. Every guideline
I've gotten from Dick's House for the maximum amount to drink is comically low, so much so its message is lost!
-Drinking. to incredible excess leads to bad outcomes, but much of the drinking the college is fretting about is
causing a "boy who cried wolf" effect where we don't believe the college about anything it says about drinking since
its guidelines are so conservative.!
-Acknowledge that under-age college students drink and provide safe spaces/college sponsored events to facilitate
fun and healthy social lives

Lobby to lower the
drinking age to 18.

-Archaic drinking age drives drinking underground, where it cannot be properly controlled. If we could lobby to lower
the drinking age (this would be a big movement) it may improve binge drinking behavior.!
-the most dangerous behavior occurs in environments with tons of underage kids drinking. make the drinking laws
accommodate 18 year olds so that they can engage in social situations with their mentors/ elders/ whatever-- people
who will teach them what's appropriate!

Eliminate dues for
social organizations
and PE classes

To address exclusivity, DOC/Greek/other groups should not require dues, or dues should be folded into
tuition costs so that financial aid students are not discriminated against. !
-PE classes are a great way to spend healthy time socializing - reduce barriers to participation by making it !
-There are many people on campus who struggle to find the time to participate in extracurricular activities
because their work study packages require them to work on campus or they have been denied financial aid
and are working to make the money they need to survive on this campus. If financial aid was more focused
on creating a full social experience for the students coming to this school regardless of their financial aid
situation there would be less exclusivity in extracurricular groups including greek houses and DOC subclubs!

•!
!

•!
!

!
!

•

!
!

OR!
To combat exclusivity on campus, pay student workers a minimum of $15 an hour for whatever job they are
working.
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OTHER
Increased lighting
around Campus

If the campus had more light, this could ease the anxiety and lessen the chances of rape.!
-make sure more walkways are well lit at night- there are several dark pathways that people take which can be
places of potential risky behavior. Simply having a light improves visibility and accountability.

More affinity houses/
cooperative living

-Foley House is the healthiest living environment available for on-campus living… replicate it on a larger scale.!
-Establish more community and independent living oriented housing, where cooking cleaning and hosting events are
run by all the members of the house as a shared responsibility (with Foley House as a model)!
-houses that are based on common interests!

SafeDorm’

Create a building that you can go to when you are out at night if you feel like you can not make it back to your own
dorm!
- Have more places where students can go when they are really drunk besides someone's room but still trust that
they wont get into trouble!
- Similar to safe ride, but a centralized place, where people feel comfortable and not embarrassed when these things
happen.!
- Reduce the risk of sexual assault and could be a common place where people can meet up or even hang out

More safe ride cars

-20 more cars so that safe rides are more accessible for those in need. This would reduce sexual assault
and help keep people safe on campus!
-safety rides should be offered more frequently to reduce the chances of sexual assault

Create new
structured
organizations
like
fraternities
and sororities
that students
who are
opposed to
greek life can
join

without getting rid of any of greek life, supplement it with new social organizations whose pure function is to
provide close social interactions. Give them their own private space to meet. Like a greek house but purely
social and closed to them!
-The Greek system favors certain personality traits (like being outgoing, making good first impressions...)
which makes those who don't have those traits either feel like they have to fit into that mold or feel excluded
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OTHER
Randomized Field
Days!

Lobby for legalization
of marijuana in NH

Field days not based on groups competing but members of groups assorted, mixed, and competing in
arbitrary teams!
-randomized field day/ teams of random people from campus not like flag football where established groups
compete against each other !

If people need to escape from reality, it's much less dangerous to get a little high or crossfaded than it is to
get blackout drunk

Centralize/
Consolidate/Simplify
sexual assault
resources
Desexualize TRIPS

TRIPS has a song about not getting frisky with your trippees, but that insinuates that students are all sexually
charged out of the gate… perpetuates a culture of hooking up

Punish the perpetrator

Too many times a social space is blamed for a crime committed by a single person. I'd say more that 95% of both
men and women have similar views on sexual assault. Rather than blaming the heinous crime on the social space,
hold THE CRIMINAL responsible. Steps need to be taken to force accountability and responsibility to the individual
man/woman and not the social space

Stop gendering sexual
assault as a specific
identity’s problem

Stop gendering sexual assault as an specific identity's problem. It is a human rights problem, that is
perpetuated by a universal weakness known as hate. To go beyond good and evil we must manifest a
community that recognizes miscommunication as a default parameter of the human condition. Our efforts
must focus on justice, as it relates to helping remedy trauma from any act of miscommunication through
collective empathy and cultivating a love of life in those who have been damaged by one another
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OTHER
training/activities
where people are able
to bring out the best in
other

if people (especially freshman girls who are most affected by sexual assault) were trained to bring out the best in
others, it would boost self confidence. people need to have enough confidence in themselves to be ok with being
themselves and not looking for affirmation from other people (like upperclassmen frat guys)

Larger support
network for victims of
sexual assault

Especially for those who are ashamed to come forward

Get rid of sex signals

it makes talking about sex even more awkward and discourages discussion

Examine social
spaces that are
conducive to sexual
assault

It's not just the people committing sexual assault--it's also that some locations are conducive to sexual
assault. Examine why some basements/dorms have higher or lower records of sexual assault and redesign
those places to be less conducive to sexual assault. It may not even be the person who owns the space
that's committing assault--someone else might be taking advantage of your space to assault someone!

Address the
disassociation
between athletes and
non-athletes

-Allow non-athletes some of the same treatments and opportunities (ie: physiotherapy, access to facilities,
etc).!
-Provide better access to sports games and create more of a sense of community around attending sporting
events.!
–Training camps/days by athletes for non-athlete students!
–Have school-sponsored events in correlation with greek houses and athletic teams to create better
relationships between the three spheres (BBQ, etc.)!

Eliminate financial
barriers to joining any
campus group

specifically greek life, DOC groups including ski patrol and ledyard, PE classes, affinity houses

•
•
•
•
!
!
•
!
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OTHER
Open up exclusive
student spaces for
general use

Lots of fraternities, sororities, and LLC's that are exclusive spaces on campus have potential for lots of use
outside of their current potential. For instance, some houses have really good kitchens. Some of them might
be willing to let cooking classes happen in their house. Opening up these exclusive spaces that are often
used for socializing makes other people not included in that space more comfortable there

Random socializing

In order to address exclusivity i think that we should facilitate random groups of people living+meeting each
other

Look into Williams’
and Harvard’s
Entryway system.

“Most first-year dorms are also designed around an entryway system. This means each dorm consists of several
unconnected stairwells, with only two rooms per floor…The entryway system has its ups and downs. The rooms are
more likely to be private and quiet, a boon if you're into a sedentary lifestyle. On the other hand, casual drop-in visits
to anyone above the third floor are bound to seem a little contrived. Some find the entryway setup picturesque and
charming. Others are less gracious, grumbling that a social life determined by stairwell is both tiring and stifling.”

More social events
outside the Greek
system

-Have Acappella groups sing outside the Greek system

!
!
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OTHER
Eliminate exclusivity in
clubs

-The only exclusive clubs should be based on talents, like singing, dancing, trivia, athleticism, etc, not "coolness" or
social skills, which are more arbitrary, less definable, and therefore easy metrics to abuse

!
!

1

•
Admissions Office
Audit

Coordinate night life
and social life with
Hanover

-As much as we may be trying to change it, Dartmouth (like other Ivies) has a reputation as an "old boy's
club," where an elite subset of applicants who come from a legacy family have a significant advantage. And
I don't want to implicate anyone specifically, but it's reasonable to expect that in general, students from this
group would have more conservative expectations of the school - more aligned with how it was when their
parents went here, and less with what we are trying to push it to become. And though I don't know the data
for sure, I would expect that these students would also be from a less diverse demographic on average thus hindering efforts to make Dartmouth's classes more diverse. I think if we could get the admissions
office to put less importance on legacy for admissions decisions, it would be an important step toward
fighting exclusivity.!
-Now, I know that legacies are important to the school for financial reasons. I can see a decision like this
potentially upsetting some alumni, and our fundraising might suffer as a result. But we have to ask the
question: which is more important, preserving a dated institution for the purpose of money, or addressing
the urgent needs of the student body? Isn't it more in line with the college's values to accept donations
given based on true admiration of Dartmouth's academics and principles, rather than because they want to
secure a spot for their children?
One of the benefits of being in a small college town is that we should in theory have a greater relationship
with the restaurants, coffee shops, and other places in the local area than a larger school situated in a big
city. It would be a great idea to have the college establish deals with these organizations -- like, for example,
have DBA work at Hanover restaurants and coffee shops and keeping some of these places open until 2-3
AM on Fridays and weekends. This would allow equal access to these places for students on financial aid,
and would provide a nice, cozy hangout place that does not have the stigma of a college-sponsored social
space
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OTHER
Build a social
atmosphere that
fosters intellectual
discourse and cultural
sensitivity

-Late-night programming around intellectual topics of interest. !
-11PM on Fridays - Have lectures from well-known academics.

Policy of only x drinks
per night

I think it is a problem that you can get unlimited beer at frats. It might be helpful to somehow keep tabs of
how much each person gets. Frats could mark someone's hand every time they get a beer, and only allow a
certain amount of marks per night.

Subsidize off campus
travel !

Help students get off campus to see new spaces on the weekends... Direct bus to a mall, direct bus to a
movie theater. Offer alternatives to drinking as the best social opportunity.!
-Pay for 2-3 school buses that make free trips to West Leb every 20 minutes or so on Saturdays/Sundays.
This would provide a chance for students to shop, see movies, and enjoy the social spaces in West
Lebanon on weekdays

!
!

OR!
Have free buses to
West Leb on the
weekends
Students pay for their
drinks

•!
!

I think that students should pay for their alcohol intake, because going to a bar and paying for your own
drinks or having to pay for your own alcohol limits how much you are willing to spend/drink. Whether
stepping into a frat and paying $4 for a beer or attending bars off campus (which students refrain from doing
because the police are so strict), this will allow students to casually drink versus shoving shots down their
throats behind SnS and HPOs back.
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OTHER
Reform Good Sam

-Don’t arrest students on the way to DHMC. Find a way to work with the hanover police so students do not
fear helping a friend. There is no need to arrest someone who needs medical assistance. When students
who are dangerously drunk and have to be taken to DHMC, Hanover Police have been known to follow the
ambulance to the hospital to arrest students. The college needs to work with the town to prevent this. If
students aren't worried about being arrested, then they will be much more open to being Good Sammed if
drunk. !
-I think people are definitely very hesitant to Good Sam a friend or a person because of the consequences
that would occur for the person that is good sammed and the person who makes the call. Technically the
person won't get in trouble when in reality they still go through certain protocols when they do make the call
especially if they are underage.

Gather anonymous
accounts about
people’s experiences
with different Greek
houses

Display all the submissions on ‘The Wall’, a wall of words, phrases, thought processes that were not okay in
their house.

College-sponsored
alcoholic events

College hosting alcoholic events once a week. That way, there can be a consistent social space where
students can party with alcohol besides Greek houses. Not events like Monday Microbrews, which are held
in small spaces and have a laid-back atmosphere, but something to fit a different need - dance parties. The
College would be able to keep an eye on high-risk drinking on those events.
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OTHER
PSA videos to change
norms

Having a PSA campaign from campus leaders (athletic leaders, greek leaders, student leaders) on the
harmful consequences of irresponsible behavior from drinking. Dartmouth needs to recognize that
irresponsible drinking isn't cool.Dartmouth should launch a campaign to emphasize and highlight the
negative consequences and experiences resulting from binge drinking. Most of the public discussion about
binge drinking is centered around "hilarious" drinking stories.

Dartmouth Speed
Dating

One of the reasons why I drink and why I think many of my peers drink is because of a need to have a
"social lubricant" either to feel more desirable, confident, approachable. We use drinking as a tool to interact
with others, but why can't we do something to encourage strangers to talk to each other? There are so
many fascinating people here that even a blind coffee or foco date would be a great way to branch out.

Increase Gym Hours

Sometimes we all want those late night gym sessions to relieve much added stress and lately the gym has
been closing earlier and earlier. Sometimes you want to workout outside, but since not all/none of the
streets in Hanover/Occom pond are lit very well, I'm hesitant to workout outside at those hours. I know some
schools have the gym open until 2am. While having the gym open until 2am would be awesome, it's not
necessary, but I just want the gym to open beyond the 8pm/9pm/10pm times. This would give people
something to do besides drinking.
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OTHER
Loosen fake ID policy

By having spaces on (or off-campus) that tacitly, if not officially, sanction underage drinking, you could draw
people away from fraternities and into spaces with "adult supervision". It also solves the problem of there
being nothing to do in Hanover. If people at the HopBar, for example, let people know that you could get in
with a fake ID, people would be more inclined to go there and drink in an environment less focused on
excessive consumption of alcohol

Stronger faculty
presence in student
life

Faculty relationships with students should be strengthened and emphasized. Faculty should have money/
some kind of meal plan that allows them to eat in the dining halls along with students so they are more
present in our lives outside of just academics. This could also be facilitated by having out of class,
interdisciplinary discussions over meals (for example, the philosophy of computers class meeting with a
hardware engineering lass in CS to discuss). This would grow interdisciplinary thinking and learning. Faculty
and student research should be highlighted as well!
-Tenure should require a significant investment in student life.

More experiential
learning, collaborative
group projects.

They take up a considerable amount of your time which forces you to make healthier lifestyle choices. Also
introduces you to a new group of friends. !
-if there was a group of about 10 students who met once per week and discussed an idea and created
something, I think we could make some really great things. Similar to engineering classes that make
products that are used in the world, I think more collaboration inside and/or outside of the classroom would
be awesome
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OTHER
More school-wide
events

Have more events that bring the entire Dartmouth community together. This programming could include
class retreats when people return to campus at the beginning of the term, or canceling a day of class and
having the school participate in a themed day. At Williams, the president cancels classes one day every fall
to enable the whole school to relax and appreciate the autumn colors, providing a model that Dartmouth
could build off of to encourage interaction between people from all over campus. When we all get to know
each other a little better, we can break down many of the misconceptions we have about one other.

Allocate greater
funding to individual
student organizations
(i.e. not Programming
Board, Collis) such as
DOC subclubs
specifically for weekly
social events

The College has made efforts to provide alternative social spaces through Collis Late Night events,
Programming Board events, res life, and others. However, these types of events draw very few participants
in comparison to the number of people who go to the frats and sororities. If clubs have the ability to
encourage members to participate in their individual social events over the weekends, it lowers the potential
for high-risk drinking and moves Dartmouth towards a safer, healthier model.
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ROOT CAUSES!
!

We asked 540 students:
“Given your experience as a student,
what do you think are the root causes of high-risk drinking, sexual assault, and exclusivity at Dartmouth?”

!

!
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ROOT CAUSES OF HIGH-RISK DRINKING

!

4

Binge drinking is
normalized… it’s what
you think you’re
supposed to do when
you go to College…
especially at Dartmouth
(animal house image).

Attention seeking dangerous behavior is normalized, blacking out is brushed off due to the amusement of stories and
call outs. There is no sense of personal liability, and though no one should be shamed for mistakes, they still need to
understand the consequences of poisoning themselves into unconsciousness

Lack of options
where safer
drinking can
happen

ex) Casual drinking in dorm rooms is difficult with many people and with the threat of S&S!
-The limited popular social scenes besides frats. We need more bars and more student apartments to begin
promoting smaller, more controlled scenes to drink with friends. This would ultimately limit the mass amount of
accessibility to alcohol we have on campus and change the fraternity drinking tradition that surrounds Dartmouth

3

Greek system

Greek system causes gender divide where high risk drinking acts as a social lubricant that fuels the hook-up culture.!
-Frat basements are the only social outlet but are not a welcoming sober environment. It is almost necessary to be
drunk in order to enjoy the disgusting environment of a frat basement. Frats should host more day time activities,
where high risk drinking is not as encouraged as in the night. These activities should be for everyone, not just other
sororities, and they should be funded by the school so that frats are more willing to host

3

Pre-games. Expectation
to be ‘drunk’ when you
go out.

-The idea that you have to be drunk when you leave to go out. (Upperclassmen are at tails. Freshmen have pre-games.
Everyone from tails is already going to be drunk so freshmen think they need to be drunk. Freshmen can’t go out till late so
they have more time to pre-game). !
-Hard alcohol in dorms is a big cause, especially among freshmen without access to frats.!
-Freshmen feel compelled to ‘catch up’ on drinking before meeting the upperclassmen in the fraternities so they drink hard
alcohol.!
-perhaps the most dangerous locale on campus in terms of high risk drinking is freshman pre-gaming. This also tends to be a
place of exclusion as well, given the restrictions on the number of people allowed in a room, coupled with the mentality of
freshmen to socialize with the "right" people.

!

When prospective students come to Dartmouth to visit, they have a blank canvas. They haven’t defined what ‘normal’
drinking is (which at Dartmouth is excessive). However, during Dimensions or Orientation they immediately see binge
drinking and accept it as the norm. Interventions must be aimed at freshmen and redefining what ‘normal’ is at the
early stage. It would be helpful to have upperclassmen tell freshmen that “you don’t need to ‘go out’ and drink to have
fun” and tell them to stop worrying about their “fear of missing out”.

Stress
Fear of Missing Out

Leads people to seek ‘experiences’ at night - only experience available is to get drunk.
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People don’t know their
limits
Peer pressure
Habit
Insecurity

-feels awkward to be in a frat basement/dorm pre-gam not drinking. You feel like you don’t fit in.

Culture

General!
-perception that college experience is aligned with binge drinking!
Dartmouth-specific!
-work hard/play hard mentality!
-privileged dominant culture which leads to feelings of invincibility

‘Dartmouth Bubble’

feeling of disconnect from normal social standards (where high risk drinking is deemed immature)

Easier access
to alcohol with
less
supervision
(than in high
school)
Academic
schedule

Classes on Tuesday and Thursday typically don’t start until 10AM which makes Monday and Wednesday (along with
Fri/Sat) become ‘party nights’. !
-Make 9As and 11As instead of 10As and 2As. Convenient as a later Tues/Thurs start is, it encourages more
concentrated drinking nights on mon/wed/fri, instead of dispersing the party urge more evenly over the pre-weekend.
or, if research suggest teens/young adults have a genuine circadian shift, have 10as and 10Ls and no 8/9s/9l, etc.
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ROOT CAUSES OF SEXUAL ASSAULT

!

Uneven Power Dynamic. Men control the social scene (hand a drink to a girl, allow girls to play pong, stand by the door). this power dynamic translates
Male-dominated social
beyond just the ‘basement’.
spaces.
-Men control the alcohol, control which rooms you can go into —> leads to a sense of entitlement!
-Men feel that basements are “their turf”, feel entitled, they set the rules —-> females may feel more submissive!
-‘Othering’’ of females in male-dominated social spaces!
-Sororities give power to frats by visiting their spaces

2

Alcohol

a tool that is abused (pop culture references alcohol to ‘get a girl’!
-binge drinking due to: wanting to feel accepted; part of Dartmouth’s culture; and because there is nothing else to do than to
drink.!
-Alcohol leads to a lack of accountability and communication.!
-In cities you have to be more responsible with alcohol otherwise you can’t get home or you get arrested. There are stricter
consequences so people are more careful. At Dartmouth, there is an expectation of safety so people let their guard down.!

2

Under-education around
sexual assault

what defines and perpetuates sexual assault? Sexperts was a memorable and well put on SHOW. Repeat and hammer in.
Combine with increased alcohol education.!

2

!
!
!
!!

People need to be able to answer questions like: what is sexual assault? what is consent? how do you get consent?!
Not knowing how to say ‘NO’!
Lack of clarity around definition of “consent”, “drunk hookups”, “sexual assault”, —> leads to lack of awareness and
intervention!

Victim shaming

Makes it less likely that a victim will speak up. The trials are well-publicized and assailants are usually found not guilty.

Societal assumption/
expectation that men
should ‘pursue’/‘initiate’
sexual relations

leads to harassment and sense of entitlement

2
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Sense of Entitlement

-Men feel that they have a “right” to sex. !
-By fraternities hosting the majority of greek events on campus, we give men a certain level of power and comfort to take
advantage of what they can do in their own homes. If sororities were to host events as often, men would not have the
opportunity to always feel that they have the right to do these things. in other words we would give them less opportunities to
commit acts of sexual assault!
-People at Dartmouth were very successful in high school. “I get what I want” mentality —> does that personality increase
sexual assault?

Glorification of male
sexual prowess

Men get social capital for sleeping with girls. This encourages ‘hooking up’

Small size of campus

Never have to take a cab home so guys can just walk you home

Access to dorms that
aren’t your own
D-Plan

-leads to hookup culture —-> don’t see relationships as long-lasting —> less respect for intimacy

Hookup Culture

Puts pressure to hook up!
-Work hard/play hard mentality

Lack of mental health
resources
College process for
reporting is a labyrinth.
Individual people are
serial rapists

-but their actions are easier to conceal in an alcohol-filled environment

Freshmen go out later

—> they stay out longer —> can be in basements alone after upperclassmen go to sleep. Are more vulnerable. !
Takeaway: have more events tailored to freshmen earlier in the night.

Disrespect for women

caused by ‘othering’ of females in male-dominated social spaces!
-few co-ed events where men and women DON’T Drink (lack of sober ‘dating’)
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ROOT CAUSES OF EXCLUSIVITY

!
!
!

Greek system

Current Greek System is the root cause of the dysfunctional culture that encourages exclusionary social
organizations, excess drinking, sexual harassment and risky behavior.

Self-determination is
what matters

Clubs are insular, exclusive, whatever, and we don't really complain about it. Potential issues come when selfdetermination is threatened, and people no longer have full freedom over whom they want to associate with. Sorority
rush and secret societies seem to in many ways exemplify this loss of self-determination.!
-a lot of proposed solutions decrease, rather than increase, self-determination - making things worse for everyone.
For example, a randomly assigned residential college system that you're stuck with for 4 years, or anything mimicking
the "freshman floor" dynamic in which you're encouraged to associate with a group not of your choice. That can be
fine, but there is something really beautiful about finding and choosing a campus community of your own free will fraternities or various clubs often provide a good example of this. There definitely may still be issues of selfdetermination - for example, frats that exclude based on appearance, or really expensive dues - but we can't solve it
by removing self-determination entirely.

2

Lack of diversity
The ‘Dartmouth type/
ideal’

Students at Dartmouth are ambitious and therefore seek out exclusivity. !
-Obsession with image, appearance and the Dartmouth-defined ideal: you're "supposed" to love trips, your freshman trip,
you're in a Greek house, go on a FSP/LSA, you're in a secret society, on a frat blitz list, you're on a varsity/club sport, DOC,
your style of dress!
-Social insecurity perpetuates trying to fit the image

Lack of options

A lot of issues stem from 'we don't have other options'. We don't have the luxury of staying in a residential house, or
an a cappella house, or affinity house, or sober events. We don't have that flexibility which is why it's exclusive!
-The college relies on the Greek system to avoid having to build new dorms and legitimate social spaces (they do
nothing to create viable options).

Scattered freshemen
dorms

- both quality and location of dorms promote different social experiences -> Mclaughlin is designed more towards floor
bonding whereas Choates and river are too closed off from different halls and section of halls
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Social scene is alcohol
based

- for nondrinkers/light drinkers since the social space of choice is frat houses, this can lead to them not wanting to go
to to the houses leaving them out of the social scene!

- since there are no other exciting alternative social spaces on campus, it is hard to abstain from Greek parties!
- Freshman fall & pre-O, everyone is trying to meet new people, mostly through drinking & pre-games, if don't
participate, can feel excluded
Male-dominated social
spaces

-Girls still the exception, not the norm and are always a guest in someone else's home

Sorority rush

Boys get to know houses for an entire year while girls cannot

Cultural background/
socioeconomic
differences
Perceived racial, ethnic
bias

-leads to self-segregation which perpetuates itself

Perception that
alternative spaces are
not ‘legit’

Why? They are inconsistent on a week-to-week basis, much less on a year-to-year basis. Because alternative spaces
are programming based which is inherently unstable. People don’t go to Sarner Underground or Collis
Commonground to hang out when nothing is happening there. Whereas you know that frats are always ‘on’. You
NEED consistency and stability. You NEED spaces that are cool in of themselves.

Concentration of
persistent social spaces
in the Greek system

Because S&S supervision of Greek system is more relaxed than other spaces. Why? Because Greek houses have $
and influence and because the administration sees the Greek system as intractable.
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"I don't think there's a way for people under 21 to drink besides fraternity basements. Hop Garage is only popular with seniors and juniors
BECAUSE they can drink there. I'm not saying that the College should provide alcohol for freshmen but maybe UGAs can throw parties for
their freshmen.”

!

"At Claremont-McKenna they have a huge party - the College buys a ton of beer and won't card you (only see if you're a student). Their
philosophy is that filling up on beer won't get you as sick as filling up on hard alcohol.”

!

"If we're looking at alternative social spaces, they need to be College-built. It has to be built on something more arbitrary than labels (like a
cappella house, etc.)."

!

"A lot of issues stem from 'we don't have other options'. We don't have the luxury of staying in a residential house, or an a
cappella house, or affinity house, or sober events. We don't have that flexibility which is why it's exclusive.”!

!

"A lot of the solutions were to add new social spaces... but maybe we should also improve existing ones (i.e. dorms, Sarner).”
"Adding infrastructure would take a lot of time but there NEEDS to be some sort of College-owned social spaces that become legit
enough so people don't arrive to sophomore year and say "Well obviously I'll join the Greek system." There aren't even places to sit
down and hang out at night... Fahey-Mclane is always booked and Collis is a cafeteria.”!

!

"When I take friends to Collis and say "This is our student-center." They give me weird looks. Collis is full of offices - we need a REAL
student center where students can hang out!"
"There are probably hundreds of girls on campus that watch the same TV shows and they watch it in their rooms or sororities. We
need a real student center with so much space where people want to hang out."
“I remember visiting other Colleges and each dorm had a cool ‘thing’. Like a rock climbing wall in this dorm or xyz in that
dorm. It’d be awesome if each dorm had its own character/unique aspect. A reason why I’ll go to the Faheys even if I don’t
live there (i.e. a coffee shop).

!
!
!
!
!
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“For so many years now, the school has PERMITTED and even relied on the dominance of the Greek system as a reason
that they basically don't have to make any improvements to the social or residential life at the school. The fact of the matter
is: we don't have enough dorms on this campus; we have essentially pretty much NO dorm-related social spaces…. students
quite literally have no other options [than the Greek system]. I know there has been a lot of talk about alternative social spaces,
but I think the word "alternative" is downplaying the issue. There are NO social spaces on this campus apart from predominantly
private-owned, alumni-supported, male dominated houses. It is unacceptable and truly remarkable that the administration and
Board has been able to avoid actually building new dorms and building a real student center by letting the Greek houses shoulder
that responsibility. There are schools with Greek systems that do not end up with >60% of the eligible population choosing to join. We
as students feel as though we have quite literally no other option. I hear very often "well if I don't join a Greek house, what am I
supposed to do on weekends" and that is a truly dumb-founding that this is the state of affairs in 2014. This school needs to do
something - I don't even think abolishing the Greek system is the necessary step and the school certainly cannot even
consider doing that until there is an actual awareness of the fact that we are in the middle of nowhere, builds new dorms,
builds legitimate social spaces in those dorms and elsewhere on campus, and stops simultaneously punishing and leaning
on the Greek men of this campus. The administration, facfulty, and Board can talk about Greek houses and demonize them all they
want but at the end of the day, students here are here for 4-5 years maximum, we are essentially children when we get here and if
we have nothing to do besides the Greek system (because we are not provided with anything else), I am hard-pressed to blame
18-22 year olds before I blame the people who are supposed to do this as their job"
“I think that Dartmouth is already making great strides by considering and now planning for a transition to a residential college
system. This residential system has a lot to come up against, however. The College MUST invest serious money and planning in the
residential college system if it ever wants it to truly compete with the Greek system. The College should construct more buildings/redo existing buildings to create a real "cluster" or "community" feel. Otherwise, students will not develop any sense of loyalty to their
residential colleges and will still defer to the Greek system for socializing. Some specific ideas: each college should have a social
space in which to throw parties, there should be systems within each residential college that allow students to look out for
each others' safety (if S&S is omnipresent, the system would feel to policed and students would still turn to Greek houses),
there should be termly traditions/competitions between the colleges, each college should have some feature that makes it
unique. Basically, my overall point is that the College should not halfass the residential system. It has serious potential to replace the
Greek system, but that won't happen without the Dartmouth administration's full commitment.”!

!
!

“One of the main reasons that I loved Dartmouth was the Greek life. I do not know a single other school that is as inclusive and open to
everyone on campus. You can walk into any single fraternity and will not be turned down, whereas at other schools they have very
exclusive and private lists or make girls stand in front of fraternity brothers to make sure they are dressed "slutty" and "easy" enough.”

!
!
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“Binge drinking begins freshman year. In my experience, very few high school seniors are prone to binge drinking--and yet, after only
one year here at Dartmouth, it has become their norm. I believe this is due to the fact that freshman have to be "sneaky" about the fact
that they are drinking to go out. They are under 21, and therefore can be persecuted under the law for drinking. UGAs report them to
administrators, resulting in mistrust of UGAs. I believe that this leads freshman to drink hard alcohol that can be quickly consumed
and easily hidden. Additionally, they do not learn to drink responsibly in social situations with older upperclassmen who do not binge drink
every time they go out--they are forced to drink only with other inexperienced drinkers behind the closed doors of their dorm rooms, further
increasing the amount of alcohol they drink and decreasing the time they do it in.”

!

“We need to de-glorify alcohol. And de-stigmatize beer. We shouldn't make things specifically sober events. Make alcohol a secondary
part of the event. If you have a movie night and alcohol is provided it just becomes natural and binge drinking is not the only type of
drinking. Right

now, there are sober events and there are alcoholic events. And very little in
between. This perpetuates a culture that when you drink, you drink a lot. We need to highlight and
have more events that are somewhere in the middle, where alcohol is present but not a focus. Then people will redefine what alcohol's
role is.”

!

“The reason male-dominated social spaces are so prominent on campus is that male student groups (fraternities) are the only ones willing
to take on the risk, monetary and time cost of supplying the underage populations' demand for alcohol. The reason high-risk drinking is so
dominant is that fraternities only give out alcohol in their basements and only during specific hours of the day. You can't stop kids from
drinking, and we shouldn't want to. There are healthy ways to consume alcohol. We just don't see much of them here, because we can't
have alcohol with our meals or in public spaces. The root cause of this is the drinking age, which the College should publicly denounce. In
the meantime, the College should change disciplinary policies to encourage fraternities to have open dinners with alcohol, and turn a blind
eye to student groups providing alcohol to minors in public spaces like Sarner Underground. This is the best way we can change the
drinking culture at Dartmouth.”
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“Sexual harassment in public spaces is based on the problematic idea that public spaces are actually men’s spaces - and that
women passing through them are subject to the desires, needs, and opinions of the surrounding men. Frats, which actually ARE
men’s spaces, amplify the already problematic power dynamic that occurs in public life.”
“Beer (while still illegal) is inarguably less harmful than hard liquor. The vast majority of hospitalizations and arrests from Dartmouth stem
from drinking hard alcohol. If Safety and Security (or even UGAs) break up a freshman pregame, they should have vastly different
punishments depending on if there is liquor or if there is beer. This policy should be publicized to freshman floors so that they will tend
towards having beer-based pregames instead of hard liquor based ones. While beer can still cause problems, I think that the problems
caused by it are far less than the corresponding problems that can stem from hard liquor. Perhaps have "college sanctions" (i.e.
reprimand, warning) in play for pregames with liquor while only BASICs in play for pregames with just beer”

!
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“There should be more spaces that under 21 year olds can drink. Underage drinking is inevitable. Because there are no places on campus
you are allowed to drink at, students only drink at dorms and in fraternities, causing problems of exclusivity and over drinking. There
should be nightclubs and lounges (similar to hop) that allow underage kids to drink at a moderate level. This is something that Standford
does. There are less rules on drinking, however they seem to have less problems"

!

Three members of the same fraternity discuss the idea “Make all Greek houses co-ed”
A: “I think you need more co-ed spaces but you shouldn’t force them to be co-ed… it should be more internal.”
B: “The big problem with [making single-sex houses become co-ed] is that certain houses have things during pledge terms that
would not work in co-ed environments.
C: “But I don’t know if all of those things are actually that valuable….?”
A: “The inherent nature of making something co-ed…. statistically you’re just inviting a higher probability of [sexual assault]
occurring… Besides, guys and girls like to talk about separate stuff… there is a reason why frats and sororities existed separate in
the first place.
A: “Guys and girls do different stuff during their meetings. It’d be awkward to have meetings be co-ed. Girls would freak out when
one of the guys threatens to dome another.” [To dome = to throw up on someone’s head]
C: “But that’s the whole reason why we bring together genders... Social behavior is tempered. And that’s good. Doming has no
place on our campus.”
B: “I agree with your point but some guys might just not be comfortable with girls.”
A: “I agree that doming is bad - but even though you don’t like something you can’t tell someone you can’t do something.”
C: “Sure - you shouldn’t tell people what choices to make. But you should make environments that promote healthier choices.
Again, I’m not sure if this should be coercive…”
B: “Yeah- it should be bottom-up. Some of the big houses should just start becoming co-ed. The climate now is so more
conducive to co-ed…. if there’s a biological female who identifies as a male, I’d be happy having him in our house.
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PICTURES!
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Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
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Dartmouth Outing Club

Dartmouth Apologia

Friday Night Rock

Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
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Men’s Squash Team

Swimming & Diving Teams

Men’s Soccer Team

Ledyard Canoe Club
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Women’s Squash Team

Sigma Delta Sorority
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Heorot

Campus-wide Facilitation
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